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The definitive history of Peter Jackson’s Middle-earth saga, Anything You Can Imagine takes
us on a cinematic journey across all six films, featuring brand-new interviews with Peter, his
cast & crew. From the early days of daring to dream it could be done, through the highs and
lows of making the films, to fan adoration and, finally, Oscar glory.LightsA nine-year-old boy in
New Zealand’s Pukerua Bay stays up late and is spellbound by a sixty-year-old vision of a
giant ape on an island full of dinosaurs. This is true magic. And the boy knows that he wants to
be a magician.CameraFast-forward twenty years and the boy has begun to cast a spell over
the film-going audience, conjuring gore-splattered romps with bravura skill that will lead to
Academy recognition with an Oscar nomination for Heavenly Creatures. The boy from Pukerua
Bay with monsters reflected in his eyes has arrived, and Hollywood comes calling. What would
he like to do next? ‘How about a fantasy film, something like The Lord of the
Rings…?’ActionThe greatest work of fantasy in modern literature, and the biggest, with rights
ownership so complex it will baffle a wizard. Vast. Complex. Unfilmable. One does not simply
walk into Mordor – unless you are Peter Jackson.Anything You Can Imagine tells the full,
dramatic story of how Jackson and his trusty fellowship of Kiwi filmmakers dared take on a
quest every bit as daunting as Frodo’s, and transformed JRR Tolkien’s epic tale of adventure
into cinematic magic, and then did it again with The Hobbit. Enriched with brand-new
interviews with Jackson, his fellow filmmakers and many of the films’ stars, Ian Nathan’s
mesmerising narrative whisks us to Middle-earth, to gaze over the shoulder of the director as
he creates the impossible, the unforgettable, and proves that film-making really is ‘anything you
can imagine’.
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life before and life after.I can remember the first time I saw Gollum. A finished Gollum. It was
the sequence by the Forbidden Pool where he turns around to see Frodo, and he knows that
something’s going on. It’s almost like an animal instinct; he can sense it. It was absolutely
extraordinary.You don’t know, you could never know. Here, finally, was the first proof that a level
of psychological and emotional detail could be conveyed through ones and noughts. That
thought could be conveyed through the combination of my performance and what they were
doing at Weta Digital. I could sense that thought. I could feel that was exactly as I played it.
That was incredibly gratifying.Then I remember seeing The Two Towers for the first time. It was
in New York, I was with Miranda Otto, Bernard Hill and Karl Urban. It was mind blowing. I knew
every single frame.I sensed that my life was never going to be the same again.I supposed that
was true for everyone who shared in The Lord of the Rings. The actors, the crew, everyone.
None of us really knew what we were letting ourselves in for. And we went through so much
together. Filmmaking is life. Every day you’re making a film is as important as the end result,
because it feeds into the fabric of that film. That counts tenfold for The Lord of the Rings. That’s
what attracted me to go back and do so many projects with Peter, Fran and Philippa, and all
those guys down there, because it is a way of life. You don’t go to work; you’re living and
breathing it.Nevertheless, it certainly wasn’t the journey I was expecting for a second. Not for a
second. Adding together both The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, I have celebrated seven
different birthdays in New Zealand. The first one was literally only days after I arrived. We were
up at Ruapehu, shooting Mount Doom. That was pretty cool. We were staying at the
Powderhorn, which looked like an alpine chalet. It was lovely. They made me a cake. The most
memorable one was when Pete gave me the Ring for my birthday and on the same day asked



me to be in King Kong. That was on an Easter Sunday. Other ones came and went, in so many
beautiful places.I still feel deeply connected to New Zealand. The beauty there is almost
overwhelming. I was very into the outdoor life, walking, hiking and kayaking whenever I could.
The whole experience was very spiritual. That country, root and branch, mountain and valley, is
the soul of the films.Moreover, I also can’t express how honest and open the people are. How
much they made us part of their community and gave us such a good time. I made so many
great friends.So many people migrated there to take up jobs on The Lord of the Rings, it
created a film industry there.In the end, though, all roads lead back to Pete. And Fran and
Philippa, of course. Pete is the most fearless director I’ve ever met. He has shared so much
with me, taught me so much. I have said it often, but there is something truly maverick about
him, an indie filmmaker working on the biggest scale possible. That’s what it always felt like. We
were shooting these personal little indie films. These extraordinary films are an expression of
who a person is. Pete is also such a visionary, just breaking barriers all the time with this
marriage of technology and artistry.I remember the glint in his eye when I first met him, so
many years ago, in London. I could sense, even then, his vision for Gollum; neither of us really
knew what we were letting ourselves in for but it was definitely going to be an unexpected
journey. After principal photography on The Lord of the Rings ended, Pete signed a poster for
me, which said “Many thanks for all the fun … and the fun to come.” It was then, and for the
next decade, and hopefully always will be just that …Andy SerkisPROLOGUEJourney’s
EndMonday, 1 December, 2003 was a typical summer’s day in Wellington. The sun was doing
its level best, but the eternal, maddening winds were already scuffling over the bay and
muscling their way inshore to ruffle pennants and hairdos but never spirits. Not on this day.The
red carpet was less familiar but not unexpected. Over 500 feet of imitation velvet swerved up
Courtenay Place to the doors of the Embassy Cinema, recently refurbished at a cost of $5
million to a fetching cream and caramel Art Deco scheme. One of the myriad cinematic gifts
Peter Jackson had bestowed upon his hometown. Fittingly, fifteen years earlier, his debut film,
Bad Taste, had premiered at the Embassy, albeit with less salubrious décor and a smaller
turnout.Less in keeping with the old movie-palace aesthetic was the cowled Nazgûl astride a
fell beast that had landed on top of the cinema virtually overnight to take up silent watch over
the day’s festivities.That full-size model, or maquette, with its great-scooped neck and
outspread wings, sculpted by the imperious talents of Weta Workshop, still exists. Like so many
Middle-earthian relics, it has been squirrelled away for posterity in one of Jackson’s dusty
warehouses, the Mines of Moria of the Upper Hutt Valley.Jackson might have to still undertake
the mandatory global press tour on behalf of his new film, with its procession of glad-handing
and crowd waving, but he had been adamant that the official world premiere for The Return of
the King was to be in Wellington, the city at the heart of the production. This was the victory lap
for a filmmaking triumph that, even in his innermost fantasies, he could never have imagined,
and he wanted to share the moment with the people who had contributed so much.Naturally, it
was to be a party of special magnificence.The good folk of Wellington were beginning to line
the streets, bringing picnics and an unusual air of excitement for such an imperturbable race.
Some had even camped out overnight. It felt like a public holiday, or a homecoming parade.
And in some senses that is exactly what it was. By the afternoon, over 125,000 locals were
crammed ten rows deep on either side of the streets — quite something for a city with a
population of 164,000 — their ranks swelled by out-of-towners (decreed honorary
Wellingtonians for such an occasion), many wearing homespun wizard hats and Elf-ears, who
had crammed themselves onto long-haul flights from every corner of the world just to be here
on this day. You could hear the noise halfway to Wanganui.Soon enough the stars and



filmmakers would glide through the city, setting off from Parliament House on Lambton Quay in
a fleet of Ford Mustang convertibles, soaking up the adoration of the crowd with a royal wave,
flanked by Gondorian cavalry, enshrouded Nazgûl on stoic horses, pug-ugly Orcs hefting Weta-
made swords, beefcake Uruk-hai, supermodel Elves, and dancing hobbits trying not to trip over
their outsized feet. At their head, in deference to the country that had become Middle-earth,
was an outlier of M��÷ i warriors with florid t�� moko tattoos and waggling tongues. They might as
well have been another extraordinary tribe dreamed up in leafy Oxford, a million miles away, in
the mind of a pipe-smoking don.When Orlando Bloom wafted past accompanied by Liv Tyler,
there was screaming of a kind that was once the preserve of Beatlemania. There exists a
framed photo of the four young actors who played the heroic hobbits — Elijah Wood, Sean
Astin, Billy Boyd and Dominic Monaghan — that they had made for Jackson’s birthday. They
are in their hobbit wigs, Shire garments and prosthetic feet, but playing instruments and posed
exactly like John, Paul, George and Ringo. ‘The Hobbits’ is emblazoned on the bass drum. The
Beatles are Jackson’s favourite band, and had themselves once pondered making their own
version of Tolkien’s epic as a musical extravaganza.New Line had reputedly spent millions on
the last official world premiere of the film trilogy they had staked their future on. What an
inspired decision that seemed now. Had any film in history received a welcome like this? Bob
Shaye, the tall, graceful, slightly bohemian CEO of New Line, would sit alongside Jackson in
the lead car, the man who had taken the chance on this young director. It hadn’t been the
easiest relationship. Hollywood’s risk-averse mentality was not an ideal mix with the natural
Kiwi courage to take on the odds. There would be further tensions to come. For now, Shaye
and his partner Michael Lynne’s gamble on the impossible book, which had seemed so
foolhardy if not outright suicidal to their peers, had that shimmer of Hollywood history about it.
That sense of divine obsession on which the movie industry was built, where for every Gone
with the Wind there was a Heaven’s Gate.Figurative tickertape was raining down on Wellington;
it was the stuff of dreams with the city’s favourite son capturing it all on his video camera. He
knew he would never remember it all, it would pass in a blur.They had made it to the Moon and
back again in filmmaking terms. The Return of the King, a fantasy epic, that laughably
unsophisticated genre, would soon pick up eleven Oscar nominations. This was the
culminating chapter in a staggering, and staggeringly successful, adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s
The Lord of the Rings, considered for so long as impossible to capture on film.Helen Clark,
New Zealand’s prime minister, the day’s host, would give her thanks for all the films had
brought to this country. Not only Hollywood dollars and employment — when the accounting
was done the films would have utilised the talents of 23,000 Kiwis — but the tourism boom his
trilogy of marvels had launched. With the help of a different world Jackson had put New
Zealand onto the map.How proud his country was of him, she said. How much she hoped his
success would continue on into the future.Jackson too would address the crowd, giving his
thanks and saying how humble he felt that so many of them would turn out. He wasn’t even an
All Black.Everyone would give speeches. Each roared on by the crowd. It was like a wedding or
a coronation, with 2,500 specially invited guests. Only this time Viggo Mortensen wasn’t
expected to sing.*Earlier that day, amid the bustle of party business, with various planners and
executives clamouring into walky-talkies and lumpen Nokias, Jackson had dutifully arrived on
time at his allotted meeting point. Then, he hadn’t had to travel far. His home in Seatoun was
barely ten minutes away, twenty if you caught Wellington at rush hour when the tailbacks can
stretch to as many as ten cars long.Seatoun lies on the seaward side of the quiet Wellington
suburb of the Miramar Peninsula that plays home to Jackson’s filmmaking empire — studio,
offices, post-production facilities, Weta Workshop, Weta Digital. Hollywood visitors still had



trouble seeing past the corrugated iron roofs, brick warehouses, and general disrepair of the
former paint factory on Stone Street. Outwardly, barring the immediate beauty of the
landscape, everything here seemed so … Well, so unlikely.How unlikely too that, in all their
planning, no one had thought what to do with their director, the man who had made all this
happen, while the final arrangements for the premiere were being made. So it was that
Jackson had been guided to a perfectly nice hotel suite to wait in a celebrity holding pattern
while the more rigorous demands of readying film stars for a public appearance took place
elsewhere.The memory still strikes Jackson as strange. ‘I thought, well, that sounds nice. I
thought there would be the actors, but it was just me, and they shut the door. And I was sitting
in this hotel room for at least an hour and a half. I was lying there thinking, this is pretty weird.
Why aren’t we having a drink down in the bar?’He was as nervous as anyone would be about
to speak in front of hundreds of thousands of people. A drink, a laugh, simply passing the time
with someone would have helped.What might have struck him as strangest of all, however, was
that he had been left to his own devices. As long as he stayed put. New Line’s army of wedding
planners weren’t going to let their prize catch wriggle free. They virtually put him under lock
and key. Gandalf imprisoned on the roof of Orthanc.Only hours before, with the eleventh hour
disappearing in the rear-view mirror, had he completed his adaptation of The Lord of the Rings
trilogy. With a running time of three hours twenty-one minutes, long even by his own extended
standards — and even then he knew that fans would bemoan the loss of lovely sequences that
wouldn’t be retrieved until the Extended Edition a year from now — The Return of the King was
ready for its heroic debut. For the first time in five years, maybe longer, Jackson didn’t need to
worry about his films.There was no need to approve any fresh artwork from the peerless and
tireless pencils of John Howe or Alan Lee; or clear an effects shot, a music cue, a sound edit, a
costume alteration, a set that had sprung up overnight, a mooted location or schedule, a poster
design, or indeed head to the edit suite, because when all else was done he always needed to
head to the edit. No actors would need to call upon his wisdom; no lighting set-up or shot
trajectory was open for discussion. No stunt team needed marshalling. No new script pages
needed to be wrestled into submission; as he no longer needed to fine-tune the sometimes-
cumbersome complexities of Tolkien’s world toward the dynamic world of cinema — to choose
this path or that, often depending on which one smelled the better. Even those public relations
folk, who had called upon him to speak to the press when he could least afford the time, were
now busy elsewhere.The constant background noise inherent in this awesome undertaking had
finally been silenced — all he could hear was the crowd a few blocks away, cheering even the
carpet sweepers.Jackson was left alone with his thoughts.He turned on the television and
found a telemovie, whatever was playing. He can’t remember what it was about let alone what
it was called; he doubts it was any good.Lying there on the bed, some cheesy, low-budget
melodrama in the background, his mind must surely have wandered back through the forest of
days, the miraculous events and unaccountable toil that had brought him here to this moment
of triumph and farewell.CHAPTER 1SillificationIn June 1958, John Ronald Reuel Tolkien put
pen to paper. Without letting his scrupulous English manners slip, he still made his feelings
quite clear. The story, he claimed, swelling in his indignation as the letter wound on, had been
‘murdered’.The year before, three American producers sounding not unlike a law firm from a
film noir movie — Forrest J. Ackerman, Morton Grady Zimmerman and Al Brodax — had
approached Tolkien’s publishers, Allen & Unwin, proposing a feature film of The Lord of the
Rings. Having decried the ‘sillification achieved’ by the BBC in a 1955, twelve-part radio serial
based upon his epic, written and produced by the poet Terrence Tiller (a close friend of Tolkien
admirer W.H. Auden) — since lost to the mists of BBC deletion — he couldn’t see that dealing



with a film version would be any less painful.However, if not won over, he had begun to be
persuaded that these filmmakers were at least responsive to the needs of the book. In the box
of notes sent to the author’s house in the Oxford suburb of Headington, the trio outlined an
ambitious mix of live action and animation running to three hours, including two intermissions,
with the aim of shooting among the untamed expanses of the American landscape. Tolkien had
been especially impressed at the quality of the concept art. How unlike Walt Disney it was, he
noted appreciatively.A few weeks later, as he had begun to read the story treatment, his heart
had sunk. He simply couldn’t detect ‘any appreciation for what it was about’. Gandalf does not
‘splutter’, he contended, the Balrog does not speak and Lothlórien does not have shiny
minarets. All moral import had been lost. The entire tone was childish, more of a fairy tale. And
his book was most certainly not a fairy tale. The treatment did, incidentally, include Tom
Bombadil.His response goes on for several pages. Each documenting a significant narrative
failing in the laissez-faire approach Zimmerman, the nominal screenwriter, had taken with the
original text.Wizards can be quick to anger.Such a maladroit effort, if not rank trivialisation of
Tolkien’s great adventure, is disappointing for fans of the genre. Not that the book wouldn’t
suffer an arduous journey through a litany of scrambled attempts before it would be done
justice. It was more that one of the prospective producers was meant to have had a keen
respect for fantasy fiction.Ackerman is known as the godfather of geek. He had helped fashion
the concept of the fan convention; arriving at the First World Science Fiction Convention in
New York in 1939 clad in a ‘futuristicostume’, he effectively invented cosplay to boot. On a
business footing, he served as agent for many of the great Fifties horror and science fiction
writers whose imaginations were running rife beneath the shadow of the nuclear age (and the
influence of Tolkien). Writers like Ray Bradbury, Marion Zimmer Bradley and Isaac Asimov, the
latter of who would create the star-spanning Foundation trilogy.In 1958, Ackerman began his
lifelong tenure as editor of Famous Monsters of Filmland, a lavish, bustling monthly devoted to
genre movies. Within its awe-struck pages were features celebrating King Kong, the 1933
classic, including the discovery of a fabled shot of a spider lurking on the cavern roof that fans
had thought to be the stuff of myth. It also curated the kind of pun-heavy vernacular that saw
the letters page christened ‘Fang Mail’.For Tolkien, used to the unhurried discussion of
philological esoterica among collegiate friends and the woody scent of pipe smoke at The
Eagle and Child, he may as well have been from Mars.For Peter Jackson and those filmmaking
peers who shared a taste for the fantastic and the macabre, kindred visionaries like Guillermo
del Toro, Fantastic Monsters of Filmland would become a friend in the dark. Here was proof
that there were likeminded, monster-mad souls everywhere. Without it they may never have
discovered their calling. In his old office, the secret one behind the bookcase that contained his
most prized memorabilia, Jackson had his collection of back issues proudly on display.With a
rakish, pencil-thin moustache, high forehead and large horn-rimmed glasses, Ackerman
suggested Vincent Price playing an insurance salesman, and he would appear in many of his
beloved B-movies. He also dabbled a little in film production. And, together with his partners,
was the first recorded prospector to engage with Tolkien about a film version of his great
work.We should respect the fact that Ackerman was ahead of the curve. In 1958, The Lord of
the Rings was only four years old. While selling respectably, it was a long way from the cult
prominence that made it a fixture of late-1960s campuses across America. An unauthorised
ACE paperback edition had wriggled through America’s insubstantial copyright rules in 1965
and sold in phenomenal quantities. Indeed, by 1966 it was out-selling The Catcher in the Rye
at Harvard. Students formed Tolkien societies, dressing up as their favourite characters and
feasting on mushrooms. A scholarly lapel was naked without badges exclaiming ‘Frodo Lives’



or ‘Gandalf for President’.Once official editions were issued (through the paperback imprint
Ballantine Books) Tolkien would taste remarkable success. This in turn led to conspicuous
quarters of the literary establishment scoffing at something they saw as childish. Among
academics, to express affection for Tolkien was deemed as ‘professional suicide’.In 1956, in his
sarcastic essay, ‘Oo, Those Awful Orcs!’ Marxist critic Edmund Wilson called it
‘balderdash’.Decades on, Germaine Greer claimed that the book’s popularity was like a ‘bad
dream’.Tolkien had never expected to start, as he put it, a ‘tide’. He only wrote the book for
those who might like it.Nevertheless, Frodo’s quest to rid the world of a magical ring by tossing
it back into the volcanic fires from which it was forged had touched readers around the world.
By 1968, three million copies of The Lord of the Rings had been sold worldwide. A 1999 poll
conducted by Ebook Tops judged it to be the Book of the Millennium. By 2003, once again
much to the chagrin of the literary establishment, and perhaps catching a tailwind from
Jackson’s films, a poll on behalf of the BBC’s Big Read named it Britain’s Favourite Read.
According to recent calculations the book has sold upwards of 100 million copies.Let us not
tarry too long on the history of Tolkien and his literary genius. Reams have been written on the
provenance of hobbits and the entirety of Middle-earth. Reams more will come. Born in
Bloemfontein, South Africa in 1892, where his father died when he was three, he was raised by
his mother in the bucolic Worcestershire village of Sarehole (since consumed by greater
Birmingham). She would die when he was only twelve, leaving him and his brother, Hilary,
orphans. An early fascination with ancient languages and their mythological roots would lead to
his creating his own, and eventually to an Oxford professorship in English Language and
Literature, a journey interrupted by enlistment and the First World War.In the dreadful lulls
between fighting on the Somme (where Jackson’s grandfather also fought), and while
recuperating from trench fever in Staffordshire, Tolkien began to conceive of the vastness of his
fictional world, a world that would have its origins in the languages he had devised. He never
felt he was writing fantasy but a form of history, a record that would reveal who might have
spoken such words and where they might have lived. He saw his book as an attempt to recover
a mythology for Britain, which lacked the equivalent lore to that of the Germanic, Nordic and
Icelandic sagas he loved. Through a process he called ‘sub-creation’ grew a backdrop for his
later books, a world of intricate construction: races, languages, myriad tales of wars and
upheaval and a vast, vital geography against which it all played out.‘I always had the sense of
recording what was already “there”, somewhere, not of “inventing”,’ recalled Tolkien.Philippa
Boyens, who would work so closely with Jackson and Fran Walsh on the writing of the
adaptation to come, always valued the ‘wholeness’ of Middle-earth. ‘That you can escape into
something that feels utterly real,’ she says. ‘I like that obsession. I like all the detail.’Laughing,
she recalls that whenever any questions from the cast or crew became too entangled in the
brambles of Tolkien’s mythos they were always fielded to Boyens as the trio’s Tolkien nerd. She
always impressed upon her fellow filmmakers how much underpinned the books.‘It’s such an
immersive thing, because as much as he delved into and loved those languages, he loved
them because of their connection with who the British are as a people. And that profoundly
affected him, and that probably has a lot to do with his childhood.’Watching the encroachment
of industry and the concomitant loss of a tradition; the stark impressions of the battlefront that
stripped bare notions of class; the devotion to nature (especially trees); learning; fine company;
a dignified, if antiquated properness in his relationship with women: all were ingredients in the
wholeness of the book. But deeper still, in Tolkien’s early loss of his parents, Boyens sees the
loneliness of Frodo expelled from the childlike idyll of the Shire to venture into the adulthood of
Middle-earth.Composed first for his children, Tolkien would publish The Hobbit in 1937, a



lighter, charming prelude to The Lord of the Rings, which would eventually follow in 1954. He
never intended his second novel to be divided into three books, or considered a trilogy. This
was a necessity brought on by soaring paper costs following the Second World War (another
global conflict that overshadowed his writing). It was a single, epic story, over 1,000 pages in
length, made up of more than half a million words.His response to Ackerman and co. provides
an insight into how the author generally perceived the idea of transforming his work into film
entertainment.Tolkien had visual sense. In among the treatment’s atrocities, he could
appreciate, ‘A scene of gloom lit by a small red fire with the wraiths approaching as darker
shadows.’He revealed actorly qualities too. In the 1950s, disappointed by that 1955 BBC
version, he recorded his own radio play The Homecoming of Beorhtnoth, Beorhthelm’s Son, in
the poem’s full alliterative Anglo-Saxon metre. There is a little existing footage of him from a
BBC documentary from 1968. He plays well to the camera: warm, curious and knowingly dotty,
throwing in an occasional faraway look in his eye as he gazes off into the distance, perhaps to
Middle-earth.Even so, Tolkien didn’t regard movies, or drama in general, as legitimate art. We
are left to wonder if Sir Ian McKellen’s wry Gandalf or Viggo Mortensen’s robust Aragorn might
have swayed him, but he considered the idea of acting to be a ‘bogus magic’. It was
pretending.Nevertheless, as early as 1957 he had written to his publisher Stanley Unwin that
he wasn’t opposed to the idea of an animated version of the book — evidently having no faith
that live action would stand up to the exotic creatures and fantastical locations therein. In
another oft-quoted letter to his publisher, in his qualified way he even welcomed the idea.‘And
that quite apart from the glint of money,’ he added, ‘though on the brink of retirement that is not
an unpleasant possibility.’He was no fool about the business.Tolkien reasoned, with a foresight
that would have made him more adept at dealing with Hollywood than his quiet, donnish
persona would suggest, that he could either strike a deal through which he would lose control
but be correspondingly compensated financially, or retain a degree of control but not the fiscal
win.‘Cash or kudos,’ he explained to his biographer Humphrey Carpenter.With few signs of
either cash or kudos emerging out of granting a six-month option to Ackerman and his
associates, as the biography succinctly puts it, ‘negotiations were not continued’.*From that
enshrined afternoon when, bored by marking uninspired English papers in his Northmoor Road
drawing room, Tolkien had turned over a sheet and quite from nowhere written the line ‘In a
hole in the ground there lived a hobbit’ a river of events will flow and churn over the years
toward a quiet backwater in New Zealand. Those of a mystical bent might call it fate.But there
was a long way to go yet.Nigh on a decade had passed when, in 1967, Tolkien was
approached for a second time about the film rights, this time for both The Hobbit and The Lord
of the Rings.While he welcomed the financial security the popularity of the novel had granted
him, Tolkien had grown guarded if not threatened by the side effects of his success. He had no
interest in fame and its attendant adulation. Especially wearisome were those fans who arrived
on his doorstep uninvited with all their infernal questions, which he patiently endeavoured to
answer. He took to setting an alarm clock in another room. When it rang, he politely claimed
this signalled another appointment. Unwisely still to be found in the Oxford telephone directory,
he would get calls deep into the night from faraway readers with a poor grasp of time-zone
differences.When United Artists came to him with this new offer, he may have seen it as a
chance to deflect attention. Now seventy-five, and lacking the energy to deal with another
adaptation he was always going to find fault with, he most likely wanted to wash his hands of
the whole business. He could use the money to establish a trust fund for his grandchildren’s
education. So he agreed to part with the filmmaking rights in perpetuity to both books for what
now looks like a parsimonious £104,000.It was a remarkably generous contract. To paraphrase



the pertinent details: ‘Filmmakers had the right to add to or subtract from the work or any part
thereof. They had the right to make sequels to, new versions, and adaptations of the work or
any part thereof. To use any part or parts of the work or the theme thereof, or any instance,
character, characteristics, scenes, sequences or characters therein …’In other words, the
studio was legally entitled to do just about anything it wanted with the books. It remains entirely
permissible for the current rights holder to devise a sequel to Frodo’s journey.Six years later, in
1973, Tolkien would pass away without having seen a single frame of his work on screen.UA,
as it was known, certainly in Hollywood, seemed a suitable berth for Tolkien’s books. Proudly
founded in 1919 by the collective of actors Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and, granddaddy of the movie epic, director D.W. Griffith, it was an attempt by the artists to
control the means of production. To resolve, they hoped, the eternal ‘art versus business’
conflict that had dogged, and goes on dogging, the film business from its very inception. A
similar philosophy would later underpin Jackson’s filmmaking collective.UA stutteringly lived up
to its billing. While the great dream of artists at the wheel would falter — they were too busy
acting and directing to find time to steer a film company — and the company would gradually
be run along more traditional Hollywood models, it nevertheless endeavoured to maintain a
veneer of artistic intent.Among its library of adaptations are definitive versions of Wuthering
Heights, Of Mice and Men, Around the World in 80 Days, West Side Story, the James Bond
movies (cherished by Jackson), Midnight Cowboy, Fiddler on the Roof and One Flew Over The
Cuckoo’s Nest. The latter produced by Saul Zaentz, who will prove significant.Former head of
production at UA, Steven Bach, who tells his fateful tale of Hollywood hubris and artistic
ambition run amok during the making of Heaven’s Gate in the book Final Cut, reports that from
the time they made the deal with Tolkien those rights languished for a further decade. They just
couldn’t find a way, or at least a way they considered commercially viable.Eminent playwright
Peter Shaffer (who wrote the stage play of Amadeus) had written what Bach considered an
elegant script for a single film version, but it never gained momentum.In 1969, the English
director John Boorman was a hot property. Born in London’s studio suburb of Shepperton, the
debonair former documentary maker had made an instant impact with the gritty, modernist Lee
Marvin thriller Point Blank, and a brutish tale of duelling Second World War veterans in Hell in
the Pacific. His films, thus far, were steely and masculine, but with a touch of the metaphysical
at their fringes.Filled with the zest and fearlessness of youth, and considerable talent with
which to wield it, he had approached UA with the ambition of creating an epic out of the Grail
legend and King Arthur.‘Well, we have The Lord of the Rings, why don’t you do that?’ they
replied.Boorman embraced the challenge put before him and over six months, squirrelled away
at his tumbledown rectory in County Wicklow, he and co-writer Rospo Pallenberg conjured up
something dizzyingly strange and knowingly sacrilegious. The finished 176 pages1 shatter
much of the book’s grandiosity.Boorman had a taste for the lusty and pagan, and while Tolkien
may have admired his evocation of nature (Boorman would go on to make The Emerald
Forest) he would have been appalled by all the sex. Before he is ready to look into her mirror,
Galadriel seduces Frodo, informing him, ‘I am that knowledge.’ Boorman is dragging chaste
Tolkien towards puberty, but completely overcompensates: Aragorn revives Éowyn with a
magical orgasm, and even plants a hearty kiss upon Boromir’s lips at one point. The director
also gets carried away with the book’s reputation as a hippy totem. Wild flowers are a chronic
leitmotif, and the Council of Elrond turns into a Felliniesque circus performance with dancers,
jugglers and a lively dog that symbolizes fate. To read it all is to be mildly disturbed yet
mesmerized …Gone are hobbit holes, Bree and Helm’s Deep. Gimli opens the doors to Moria
with a jig, while Merry and Pippin are played as a Halfling Laurel and Hardy. There is much



cavorting and way too much singing. Sillification lies perilously close. But there are some
striking inventions, such as the Fellowship discovering they are walking across the bodies of
slumbering Orcs in Moria. And Boorman goes some way toward taming the book’s gigantic
architecture into a single, three-hour film.UA didn’t understand a word of it.During his
seclusion, there had been a major reshuffle at the studio. The script, which had cost $3 million
to develop, was tossed out. Boorman later claimed such shortsightedness mainly came from
the fact that, ‘No one else had read the book.’Boorman is too rich a filmmaker to dismiss
outright what might have been, however provocative and untamed. After briefly attempting to
keep his live-action vision alive at Disney, he would channel much of the effort he put into The
Lord of the Rings back into the Arthurian legend with the altogether splendid — and altogether
grown-up — Excalibur. Bursting with Boorman’s visual exuberance, it is earthy, witty, fantastical
(at times surreally so) and highly libidinous. It is also an ‘absolute favourite’ of Jackson’s — he
has Mordred’s golden armour (made from aluminium) in his collection. Visually, it would have a
huge influence on him as director and, coming full circle, on the sensibility he would give to
The Lord of the Rings: the exotic contours of the armour; the scabrous weaponry; the mossy,
lyrical Irish landscapes. It has the heft of the real.Nicol Williamson’s whimsical, meddling Merlin
has more than a touch of Gandalf about him.Jackson has never had the opportunity to meet
Boorman, who at 84 still lives in rural Ireland, but his manager Ken Kamins once represented
the English director and has stayed in contact.‘John sent a nice note through Ken once,’ recalls
Jackson, ‘saying that he loved The Lord of the Rings, and he was very happy that I got to make
it.’Boorman has gone on record saying how grateful he is that he didn’t get to make his film.
That may have prevented the project from ever passing to Jackson, whose trilogy he thought
was a marvel akin to the construction of the great cathedrals of medieval Europe. There was
something secret and vast about the films, a work of almost divine providence.Then there was
the tale of the Beatles. How the Fab Four, at the height of their own impossible fame, had
sought out the great Stanley Kubrick at his St. Albans estate to help create a multimedia
musical of The Lord of the Rings in which they would star and, naturally, provide a
backbeat.Testament to Jackson’s lifelong passion for the Beatles can be found in the vision of a
homemade cut out of the Sergeant Pepper-era foursome found in the sky blue, wheelchair-
enabled Ford Anglia in Bad Taste. Jackson had wanted to spot Beatles songs throughout the
score, but the rights were far beyond his debut film’s paltry budget.One of the unforeseen
spoils of his success would be a chance to meet a genuine hero. When Jackson encountered
Paul McCartney at the Oscars following The Return of the King’s glorious haul of trophies there
must have been a thousand questions stored away in his head, but he ‘pinned him down’ about
that story of a Tolkien adaptation.Like Boorman, McCartney had praised Jackson’s
interpretation of Tolkien’s book. He was a huge fan of the films. Each Christmas, as was the
habit of many families, he would make a ritual outing with his kids to catch the next instalment.
Quite how McCartney, one of the most famous faces on the planet, managed to frequent what
sounded like his local multiplex so casually raises a sceptical Jackson eyebrow. The director
suspects the pop icon probably found other means of seeing the films, but the compliments
were sincere. And now he had McCartney’s undivided attention, he decided to see if there was
any truth to the Beatles’ attempt to bring their youthful brio to Middle-earth?It was true, said
McCartney. The band had been on the third film of a three-picture deal with UA. The deal had
thus far proved fruitful with the success of A Hard Day’s Night and Help!. Considering where to
go next, and having collectively read the book, The Lord of the Rings seemed a perfectly
sensible avenue for the band. It was John Lennon who was spearheading the concept.‘Paul
was going to play Frodo, George was going to play Gandalf, John was Gollum, and Ringo was



Sam, I think,’ Jackson can’t help but chuckle. ‘And he said that they all showed up at Stanley
Kubrick’s house to try and persuade him to be the director. I would love to have been a fly on
the wall for that.’During his lengthier dalliance with a potential adaptation, Boorman had
wondered if he might cast the Beatles as the hobbits.Kubrick, with four Liverpudlian superstars
standing on his doorstop uninvited, did the decent thing and asked them in for tea. He listened
to their offer, was very polite, but admitted it wasn’t for him. He was in the middle of planning a
colossal life of Napoleon, which would eventually be scuppered when MGM decided that epics
were no longer commercial.‘Did you try another director?’ Jackson asked. There was also talk
that Lennon was going to approach David Lean next.‘No, Tolkien killed it,’ McCartney replied.
The author’s misgivings were never given, but can perhaps be assumed.According to UA, it
was Yoko Ono. The Beatles split a year later.*So it wasn’t Kubrick or Boorman or the Beatles,
or even Walt Disney — rumoured to have craved the rights in the sixties, only to be met with
Tolkien’s disdain for his pretty fairy-tales — who first brought the book to the big screen.
Instead, it was a maverick animator named Ralph Bakshi, an artist determined to rattle
convention. That is except when it came to The Lord of the Rings, which he treated almost as
Holy Writ. However, the flawed results still spoke more about the titanic complexity involved in
both bringing the book under control and getting Hollywood to grasp its potential.While he had
loved Disney, the grown-up Jewish street kid who once fished comic books out of dumpsters,
set himself the task of tearing down the fairy-tale edifice of Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves and the parade of pearly classics that followed. He had learned his trade on children’s
cartoons like Deputy Dawg, Mighty Mouse and the 1967 Spider-Man TV series, but he
hungered to take animation into adult realms. Offbeat, darkly funny and controversy courting
films of the 1970s like Heavy Traffic, Coonskin and America’s first X-rated cartoon, the cult
favourite Fritz the Cat. When it came to fantasy, he showed pedigree. The impressive Wizards
is set in a post-apocalyptic future where the powers of magic and technology battle for
supremacy — it’s elves versus tanks — which Bakshi insisted was an allegory for the creation
of the state of Israel. It is a film Jackson much admires.An avid science-fiction reader, the curly-
haired, Slavic-featured Bakshi had cherished the idea of transforming The Lord of the Rings
into an animated epic since the fifties. He was convinced he had an understanding of Tolkien
that outweighed any other suitor. Learning that Boorman and UA were attempting to condense
its three books into a single film, he declared it to be madness.‘Or certainly a lack of character
on Boorman’s part,’ he added sniffily. ‘Why would you tamper with anything Tolkien did?’With
Boorman’s version slain, he approached UA with his own offer to adapt what the studio was
beginning to suspect was unadaptable. It should be an animated film made in three parts, he
informed them. They had offered him Boorman’s script to read, but he wasn’t interested. Bakshi
would begin again from scratch and, aside from a few necessary nips and tucks, remain faithful
to Tolkien’s quest.In a vivid picture of Hollywood dealing at its most wilfully entangled, with UA
unconvinced by his overtures the headstrong Bakshi decided MGM would be a much better fit
for both him and Tolkien. A fact that occurred to him in part because they were literally down
the hallway. Since its heyday, UA’s West Coast operations had occupied a wing of MGM’s
Irving Thalberg Building in Culver City. Dan Melnick, head of production at MGM, was a man
he knew had actually read The Lord of the Rings. Melnick would surely have a grasp on the
potential of his project. He was right. Melnick paid back UA’s $3 million outlay on Boorman’s
script, and the deal was struck. MGM would make the film, UA distribute it.UA were evidently
relieved to wash their hands of Middle-earth making. Bakshi and MGM were welcome to the
meadows of the Shire, Rivendell, Rohan, enchanted Lothlórien, sulphurous Mordor and all
those other bafflingly named locations that poured incessantly out of that accursed



book.Except Hollywood is more than a match for Middle-earth when it comes to internecine
warfare and figuratively hurling heads over the battlements. Within weeks, MGM had gone
through a violent takeover, changing ownership, firing Melnick and delivering the news that
‘they weren’t going to make that fucking picture’ to Bakshi.Here the tale takes a significant turn.
The unflagging animator turned to another friend, onetime music mogul turned movie producer
Saul Zaentz, whose relatively small investment into Fritz the Cat had paid off nicely. The
titillating tale of a tomcatting tomcat had made $90 million around the world.Fiercely
independent, and like Bakshi of East Coast Jewish immigrant stock, Zaentz had come from a
music industry background and held no truck with the rigmarole of studio politics. What he did
have a taste for was the grandeur of the ‘important’ literary adaption. Through his company
Fantasy Films (named for the jazz label Fantasy Records he joined in 1955 rather than
anything heroic), Zaentz had invested some of his Fritz the Cat rewards into One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest, which was nominated for nine Oscars (including one for Brad Dourif,
Wormtongue to come, as Best Supporting Actor), winning five, including Best Picture.
Something he would repeat with an adaption of Peter Shaffer’s Amadeus and, pertinently, The
English Patient.Stout and bearded, with a high domed forehead and glasses like window
panes, Zaentz came with ironclad convictions, especially about art, and could spin from charm
to confrontation mid-sentence. Once described as a ‘buccaneer’, he was a deft and deadly
dealmaker.In 1976, spying an opportunity, Zaentz readily agreed to back Bakshi’s film.With
their hands full with the ensuing calamity of Heaven’s Gate (currently grinding through its
monumental production in Montana, overschedule, overbudget and by 1981 a flop of such epic
proportions it effectively destroyed the studio — a warning to any who dared let the inmates
run the asylum), UA relinquished the rights to Zaentz for $3 million. Through his newly
fashioned Middle-earth Enterprises, Zaentz now retained the film, stage and game rights to
The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit as per Tolkien’s original agreement in perpetuity. The
Tolkien Estate retained all literary rights.In an absurd hangover from the project’s brief tenancy
at MGM, which would have a huge bearing in the future, the rights to make a filmed version of
The Hobbit remained with the studio. The rights to distribute such a film were now the preserve
of Saul Zaentz.Reconsidering his version as two films — Zaentz’s financial largesse went only
so far — Bakshi still intended to embrace the volume of Tolkien’s book, capturing the scope
and violence of Middle-earth. He felt children would want to be scared, and adults appreciate
the sophistication of Tolkien as seen through his eyes.As was his wont, Bakshi’s approach was
far from traditional. For the heft of the world, the ranks of Orcs and men, he pursued a
technique known as rotoscoping. In simple terms the animator traced over live footage for
added realism. Live-action scenes of extras made up with animal horns, teeth and dressed in
furs as Orcs and Nordic-looking riders were shot on the plains of La Mancha in Spain before
animation began (Belmonte Castle stands in for Helm’s Deep). While static, the heavy, inky
backgrounds have the gothic imprimatur of Gustave Doré woodcuts. Slashed with
brushstrokes, the intensity of Bakshi’s apocalyptic imagery can be hard to shake.In the
portrayal of evil he revealed his grasp of Tolkien. The Nazgûl snuffle like bloodhounds, their
limbs convulsing in their drug-like craving for the Ring. The interpretation of an alien-looking
Gollum, voiced with an unforgettable toddler’s wail by the English actor Peter Woodthorpe was,
until Andy Serkis coughed up his hairball performance, definitive.But Bakshi would later wail
that he had been under intense pressure over time and budget (estimated at $8 million). He
was forced to cut corners, compromise his vision. The clichéd foreground figures are often no
better than Hanna-Barbera cartoons: Frodo, Merry and Pippin are virtually identical; Sam looks
like a melted gnome; and the Balrog is a laughable bat-lion hybrid. The script by Chris Conkling



and fantasy author Peter S. Beagle (who had written an introduction to an American edition of
the book) is faithful but abbreviated. Frodo sets forth with the Ring with barely a summary of
what is before him, the film chalking off the major pieces at an unseemly gallop before it all
grinds to a confusing halt after The Battle of Helm’s Deep, awaiting a sequel that would never
come.Perhaps Bakshi should have been forewarned of growing indifference when the studio
removed any mention that this was Part One of two films, which only contributed to the general
confusion. The $30 million his film made around the world was deemed insufficient reward by
Zaentz and UA and the sequel was postponed forever.2‘I was screaming, and it was like
screaming into the wind,’ lamented Bakshi. ‘It’s only because nobody ever understood the
material. It was a very sad thing for me. I was very proud to have done Part One.’Was the book
impossible to adapt? The sheer size of it could have filled out a mini-series. This was War and
Peace set in a mythological universe. Scale was an issue on many levels for a live-action
version. The lead characters, though fully grown, stood four foot tall at most. There was a host
of exotic creatures: Orcs, trolls, mûmakil — elephants on growth hormone — giant eagles,
Ringwraiths, grouchy arboreal shepherds called Ents, and fell beasts like winged dinosaurs.
Then there was Gollum, who was less part of the peregrine biosphere than a fully rounded
character, arguably Tolkien’s most vivid creation. And what of those battles, swarming with
untold armies? Sergei Bondarchuk’s 100,000-strong 1966 adaptation of War and Peace had
the Red Army at its disposal.If animation was the only realistic approach, it almost inevitably
reduced Tolkien’s grandeur to something childish.Bakshi would have his part to play. In 1978,
the seventeen-year-old Jackson raced into Wellington after school to catch the New Yorker’s
animated vision. Spectacled, permanently wrapped in a duffle coast and movie mad, he wasn’t
any kind of serious Tolkien fan but he was obsessed with fantasy. Like so many who saw it,
parts impressed him but he left baffled. Was there to be another film?‘My memory of the movie
is that it was good until about halfway through then it got kind of incoherent,’ he says. ‘I hadn’t
read the book at that stage so I didn’t know what the hell was going on. But it did inspire me to
read the book.’Weeks later, due to attend a training course in Auckland before commencing his
apprenticeship as a photoengraver, Jackson paused at the concourse bookshop to pick up
some reading matter to fill the twelve-hour train journey. There he spotted a movie tie-in edition
of The Lord of the Rings.‘It was the paperback with the Bakshi Ringwraiths on the front. That
was my first copy of the book.’He still has it somewhere.‘In some respects if I hadn’t seen his
movie I might not have read the book, and may or may not have made the film …’*In 1996,
Jackson’s career was going places. Quite literally: he had made it to the Sitges Film Festival,
thirty-five miles southwest of Barcelona. In a satisfying sign that his reputation as a filmmaker
was reaching beyond the shores of New Zealand, the annual jamboree devoted to fantasy
cinema had invited him to screen his new film, a zombie comedy (or zomcom) called
Braindead. Back home, after three peculiar horror films, he was still regarded warily by the
establishment.‘You’ve got to understand that, until Heavenly Creatures, he was an
embarrassment in New Zealand. He wasn’t someone to celebrate,’ says Costa Botes, a friend
and frequent collaborator through the early days. ‘Because of the films he was making there
were certain factions of the industry actively gunning for him.’Not a natural explorer, Jackson
had been reluctant to go. He was persuaded when he saw the guest list. Here was an
opportunity to meet some of his heroes in the flesh. Talents who had helped shape him as a
filmmaker like Rick Baker, the genius make-up effects specialist feted for the still-extraordinary
werewolf transformation in An American Werewolf in London. Or Freddie Francis, the
cinematographer who had created the ghoulish, sweet-wrapper hues of the Hammer Horror
movies (that cherry red blood that ran down Christopher Lee’s chin). Or Stuart Freeborn, the



English make-up artist who had helped design Yoda. Or Tobe Hooper, the young director who
had shocked the establishment with his debut horror movie The Texas Chain Saw Massacre.‘At
that time Tobe Hooper and I looked quite similar,’ recalls Jackson. ‘Dark, shaggy hair and
beards. And Stuart Freeborn couldn’t figure out who was who. I would go down to breakfast,
and Stuart would go, “Hello Tobe.” And I would just go, “Hi Stuart.” I didn’t even bother to
correct him. It was kind of fun, there was all these interesting characters. That was the only
time I ever met Wes Craven.’Craven was the horror maven who began the Freddy Krueger
phenomenon with A Nightmare on Elm Street at New Line.Grouped in the same hotel, guests
would congregate for breakfast and dinner, guaranteed to find an available seat alongside a
fellow traveller. Jackson and Fran Walsh instantly bonded with Rick and Silvia Baker. They
would head out for walks along the cliff-top where the views of the Mediterranean were
stunning.‘But there was this really pushy American guy who would tag along with us,’ says
Jackson. ‘We’d be literally heading out the door and he would be there: “Do you mind if I come
too?”’Naturally, there were a lot of fans around, begging signatures and photos, proof that they
had met their heroes (or heroes to come).‘We got to the point where we wanted to sneak out of
the hotel and not have this guy follow us. I didn’t know who the hell he was.’Then one afternoon
he asked if they were coming to see his film.‘Oh, you’ve got a film?’ said Jackson, taken aback.
‘You’re not a fan?’‘Yeah, yeah, yeah,’ he replied, the words rattling out of his mouth like winning
coins from a slot machine. ‘I’ve got a film! It’s called Reservoir Dogs.’Twenty-five years later,
Jackson howls with laughter. ‘It was Quentin Tarantino … I remember that when it got to the
ear-cutting scene, Wes Craven stood up and walked out because he couldn’t handle it. And
Quentin was saying, “This is the greatest thing in the world, Wes Craven walked out of my
movie.”’Reservoir Dogs would be picked up for distribution by a small American indie, Miramax,
named after the owners’ mother and father, where this Angelino video-store clerk turned
frenetic, inspired, outrageously brilliant filmmaker would be nursed toward greatness. That
same company would swoop for Jackson as well in the not-too-distant future.Also on the list of
that year’s festival was Bakshi.They didn’t socialise. Bakshi showed no interest in that side of
things, remaining aloof from the gaggle of eager filmmakers, his career in the doldrums by the
early 1990s. Maybe it was because he was more distant than the others that Jackson
requested a picture with the director of The Lord of the Rings. It wasn’t something he asked of
anyone else — he was a peer now not a fan.‘He didn’t have a clue who I was.’Years later, he
would. However, unlike Boorman and McCartney’s gracious approval, Bakshi responded to
Jackson’s success with indignation. Why hadn’t he been sought out for the benefit of his
wisdom? Asked to be involved? He turned bitter in interview whenever Jackson’s films were
brought up. Some wounds never heal.‘I heard reports that they were screening it every single
day at Fine Line,’ he smarted, erroneously citing New Line’s arthouse division as having been
voraciously cribbing from his film. Which wasn’t true anywhere in New Line.Jackson remains
perplexed that there should be any ill will between them. ‘I’ve read those interviews with him
and he is incredibly angry. These really bizarre interviews where he said, “I’m insulted that
Peter Jackson never consulted me, because I am the only other guy that had done The Lord of
the Rings and he didn’t give me the courtesy of talking to me.” Why would I do that? What was
there to gain from it? It was odd. I can’t even understand it from his point of view. Why would I
need to speak to the guy who made a cartoon version of it? And conversely why would he
expect me to?’Maybe it was simply envy: he got to finish the story.‘I know,’ says Jackson not
unkindly.It was also while in Sitges that he and Walsh heard that the New Zealand film
commission had finally agreed to finance Heavenly Creatures. And Heavenly Creatures is
where everything changed.*New Zealand first heard the infant cries of Sir Peter Robert



Jackson on 31 October 1961 — Halloween, no less — in Pukerua Bay, a sleepy coastal town
frozen in the 1950s some twenty miles north of Wellington. His doting parents, Joan and
William ‘Bill’ Jackson, by every account delightfully forbearing towards the whimsical pursuits of
aspirant filmmakers, were first-generation New Zealanders, emigrating from England in
1950.Pukerua Bay offered an embryonic Oscar-winning filmmaker few outlets for his furtive,
restless imagination. He forwent university, film school was unimaginable, and after some
aborted attempts to involve himself in the New Zealand film community, he began his
professional career working as a photoengraver for the Evening Post in Wellington.According
to legend, the biggest inspiration to Jackson and on his determination to become a filmmaker
(if not yet a director) was encountering Merian C. Cooper’s and Ernest B. Schoedsack’s 1933
King Kong at the tender age of nine on the household’s humble black and white television. It
was late to be up, nine o’clock, but he was enraptured by the wonder of it all: this tale of a giant
ape on a lost island that also happened to be populated by dinosaurs, who was then captured
and brought to New York — Eighth Wonder of the World! And how he perishes, plunging from
the Empire State Building. For Jackson, changed forever, it was everything an adventure story
should be.To gain a measure of how much King Kong means to Peter Jackson, leap forward to
December 1976, about the time Bakshi began half-making The Lord of the Rings. At seven
o’clock on a sleepy Friday morning, the fifteen-year-old Jackson had caught the first train into
Wellington worrying over the length of the queue that would be forming outside the King’s
Theatre cinema on Courtney Place.He was there for the first showing of the remake of King
Kong, a production he’d been following for months in the pages of Famous Monsters of
Filmland. But the cinema was still locked up and Courtney Place was as deserted as it would
one day throng with delighted thousands as Jackson made his lap of honour in an
unforeseeable future.‘I kind of bought into the hype,’ he laughs — that boy was such a dreamer.
‘I convinced myself there would be crowds and crowds of people. There weren’t. And, like most
people, I was disappointed by it.’The film is a wreck. Big-talking mini-mogul Dino De Laurentiis,
cut from similar cloth to Saul Zaentz, had boasted of using a forty-foot robotic gorilla that could
scale buildings, but the technology had failed him and its motion was never captured. In the
finished film it is Rick Baker in a suit. The modern setting, the absence of dinosaurs, the flat, un-
wonderful ambience generated by journeyman director John Guillermin (The Towering Inferno)
bespoke of all that could fail in a film.The disappointment of the King Kong remake would teach
Jackson a valuable lesson, and he saw it six times. You must never forget that fifteen-year-old,
too early, waiting in the cold.The presence of Kong would cast a huge shadow over Jackson’s
career, but even having finally made his own spectacular remake in 2005 (another long,
wending, troubled journey to the screen), it is to The Lord of the Rings the fifteen-year-olds of
all ages and sexes came back again and again, breathless in anticipation.It was actually the
year before he first saw King Kong that an eight-year-old Jackson began shooting films. With a
growing interest in special effects already stirred by a steady diet of Thunderbirds, television’s
Batman and the epochal moment his neighbour Jean Watson, who worked at Kodak, gave him
a Super-8 camera, he also looked upon King Kong as much as a technical triumph as an
emotional journey.‘A year after we met, he showed me a Bond parody called Coldfinger that
he’d made when he was fifteen or sixteen,’ remembers Botes. ‘He’d copied the editing of On
Her Majesty’s Secret Service. And he played James Bond himself. I thought, “This is uncanny
— he actually looks like Sean Connery.”’Jackson built a filmmaking career with his own hands.
A fleet of homemade shorts, inspired by his love of King Kong, Ray Harryhausen and James
Bond, would grow (or perhaps the word is mutate) into his first feature film — Bad Taste.Made
in fits and starts over four years, and because of day jobs, only on Sundays, Bad Taste began



life as the short, Roast of the Day (the powerful tale of an aid worker encountering cannibal
psychos in deepest Pukerua), and slowly sprouted into a feature film. Doffing a windblown
forelock toward Sam Raimi’s The Evil Dead, Jackson’s unhinged tale of a group of aliens
plotting to turn humanity into fast food, would be a test of his native ingenuity and fortitude to
rival that of The Lord of the Rings.Roping in friends and colleagues from The Evening Post,
cast and crew came and went over the ensuing years, written out then written back in again,
Jackson more or less making it up as he went along. His parents provided the $2,500 to buy a
16mm Bolex camera. Everything else — prosthetics, special effects, Steadicam rig, props,
alien vomit, stunts, acting — was homemade.At one stage, Jackson, in the prominent role of
the nitwit alien investigator Derek, would dangle himself upside down over a local cliff, a rope
tied around his ankle the other end attached to a wooden post. Health and safety were for
those who could afford them. He only hoped his friends would pull him back up again. If that
post hadn’t held, The Lord of the Rings may linger to this day unmade.‘It crushed all the nerves
in my foot,’ he laughs; ‘it took about six months for the sensitivity to come back.’ Which might
account for his nonchalance toward going barefoot on the roughest terrain.Halfway through,
they all went to see Robert Zemeckis’ thriller Romancing the Stone, then almost killed
themselves replicating the sequence where Michael Douglas plunges downslope through the
bushes.Eight years later Jackson would be working with Zemeckis.There were also times it
tested Jackson’s emotional reserves. One Sunday, dropped off on location by his parents with
all the props and costumes, no one else showed up. He just sat there all day. When his parents
came to collect him at 5 p.m., he was close to tears. It was a lonely lesson in always working
with people you could depend on.Bad Taste would be his film school. And a film would emerge,
half-crazed but hilarious, gurgling with its own outrageous pleasure at the raw act of creation.
Following another arduous test of his patience, it would find distribution and stir up a cult
following that exists to this day, hanging on to the hope that Jackson will eventually make good
on his promise to make a sequel or two.Significant to this tale were two key friendships that
Jackson formed because of his Bad Taste. Richard Taylor, who along with his wife Tania was
making puppets for a satirical Spitting Image-style New Zealand television show called Public
Eye, had heard about this guy out in Pukerua Bay who was making a sci-fi splatter movie in his
basement. ‘We really wanted to meet him. It turned out that his sci-fi movie was called Bad
Taste. He was baking foam latex in his mum’s oven.’Taylor would join forces with Jackson on
his very next film, and begin his own journey toward The Lord of the Rings.And this was when
Jackson first met Fran Walsh. To be exact, he first saw Walsh on the set of the series Worzel
Gummidge Down Under, the television offshoot about a talking scarecrow, for which he had
been hired to do a few little special effects. She was one of the writers, but they hadn’t spoken.
Then out of the blue Botes asked if he could show the unfinished Bad Taste to a couple of his
screenwriter friends, he thought would appreciate it. They happened to be Walsh and her then
boyfriend Stephen Sinclair. Walsh remembered being bowled over by how uninhibited the film
was, and on zero budget.She would volunteer her services to help complete the film, and
would become not only the most important creative partner in Jackson’s life but the story of this
book.Completing Bad Taste, says Taylor, ‘Peter was bitten by the bug.’ Up until then he had
thought he might get by in special effects. In New Zealand the thought that you could follow a
career as a director was preposterous. But the response to Bad Taste was so powerful that it
convinced Jackson this was his calling.Jackson also committed himself to gore, and ruffling the
strait-laced New Zealand film community. In 1989 came depraved puppet musical Meet The
Feebles (shot in a rat-infested warehouse) followed in 1992, after a salutary false start, by
Braindead, his blood-bolstered, period zomcom. The film that would take him to America — if



only for a visit.A career had been born in a deluge of sheep brains, farting hippos and a zombie
baby named Selwyn. Middle-earth was another world.‘When he finally made enough money to
move into town,’ remembers Taylor, ‘it was into the tiniest house in Wellington. He bought the
biggest television I have ever seen and we’d sit in his front room, dwarfed by this gigantic thing.
When you stood up to make a cup of tea, there’d be half a dozen people out on the pavement,
standing there watching the movie!’*There is one other adaption of The Lord of the Rings we
have yet to mention. Indeed, it was the most comprehensive and meaningful adaption to date,
one that is still held in the highest esteem by fans. It was also the only version of the book to
provide any objective lessons — apart from what not to do — in how to successfully dramatize
Tolkien, even though there was not a single frame to be seen.This was, of course, the 1981
BBC radio serialization. Adapted by Brian Sibley and Michael Bakewell with a fine-edged
scalpel, trimming great swathes of the book without any discernible loss of the central story (it
still runs to a considerable eighteen hours). They also retained a good deal of Tolkien’s
dialogue, while carefully negotiating the demands of radio dramatization. Events that are
reported in the book are transformed into first-hand scenes (a trick Jackson and his writers
would apply). Even the battle scenes, inevitably reduced by the medium, have a dense,
breathy, clanging atmosphere. All of it eased onward through the addition of a narrator (Gerard
Murphy).Above all, the vocal performances set an enviable standard: Michael Horden swings
appreciably between avuncular and steely as Gandalf; Robert Stephens’ smoky basso makes
Aragorn seem older, wiser and immediately kingly. Jackson would seek a deliberate resonance
between the serial and his own films in the casting of Ian Holm as his Bilbo; Holm having made
an impassioned Frodo back in 1981.Having made his mark in Bakshi’s adaptation, Peter
Woodthorpe would again provide the disturbingly funny duality of his Gollum. Disembodied,
that needling, pathetic, hissing voice carries a note of pure heartbreak.The seminal serial was
responsible for bringing another generation to the book. But Hollywood had lost interest or
grown weary of its numerous challenges. And for fifteen years the Ring lay forgotten, until it
was finally picked up by the most unlikely director imaginable.CHAPTER 2An Unexpected
DirectorThe English Patient was dying. Saul Zaentz had pleaded with the studio that they were
in the process of forging art. He had protested at their shortsightedness. And he had resorted
to good old-fashioned brinkmanship. They were only weeks from shooting, but 20th Century
Fox were not backing down. Fox had bought the English language rights to this expensive
adaptation of Michael Ondaatje’s Booker prize-winning novel for a not inconsiderable $20
million (the full budget was $31 million, including $5 million of Zaentz’s own money) and were
insisting it have a marquee female lead.Accepting Ralph Fiennes as the hero — if such a
straightforward term could be applied to the emotionally fraught and morally elusive weft of
Ondaatje’s novel — already spoke of a due deference to artistic over commercial merit. This
was, they knew, a prestige project. Fiennes was so very English — although his character
turns out to be Hungarian.The Second World War romantic epic came endowed with a tricky
structure. It told a story within a story, gradually regaled to Juliet Binoche’s free-spirited nurse,
and us, by a burn-ravaged Fiennes languishing within the gorgeous grounds of a Franciscan
monastery somewhere in the Tuscany countryside. His tale will sweep us all back to a Sahara
on the brink of war where spies and cartographers muster and a great love affair ensues, all
simmering in a grand manner not seen since the imperial heyday of David Lean. The kind of
film, everyone kept saying, no one made anymore.When it came to Fiennes’ romantic opposite
– the fragile, conflicted, swan-like Katharine Clifton – Fox were thinking of Demi Moore, in the
spring of 1995 box office gold following Indecent Proposal and Disclosure. Zaentz and his so
very English director, Anthony Minghella, whose determination to steer his own artistic choices



mirrored that of Peter Jackson’s, had set their heart upon Kristin Scott Thomas — more
traditionally beautiful, more icy and layered.Bill Mechanic, who was then president of Fox, later
promised on his life that the Moore rumours were untrue. Minghella maintained that ‘Demi’s
name was always mentioned’.Whatever the case, the fractious production had reached an
impasse. Actually, that was no longer true.Fox had pulled the plug.Rallying round the desperate
project, already encamped in the desert, two of Minghella’s closest allies, director Sydney
Pollack and producer Scott Rudin, put in a call to Harvey Weinstein, the influential co-founder
and co-chairman, with his brother Bob, of the independent film powerhouse Miramax.‘Harvey
just stepped in and financed it one hundred per cent,’ confirms Jackson, who has been
recounting the story as a matter of significant background.Cynical Hollywood commentators, of
which there are many, suspected that Miramax was already well aware the project was
faltering, with Harvey ready and waiting for it to collapse so he could swoop in and save the
day.Akin to Zaentz, this was exactly the kind of project that fitted Harvey’s view of himself as
both Hollywood player and indie king, as well as the philosophy of Miramax as a film company:
sophisticated, literary, but with mainstream potential, and Oscar-worthy, always Oscar-worthy.
Spinning gold on behalf of the inevitable awards campaign for The English Patient, Miramax’s
gifted publicists spread a tale of the White Knight who saved great art from studio
defilement.Nominated for twelve Oscars (including one for Kristin Scott Thomas), winner of
nine, and making $231 million around the world, The English Patient cemented Harvey’s
reputation. By the mid-1990s, he was the new Selznick, but operating from New York
headquarters beyond the borders of Hollywood. He wasn’t the kind of studio boss who would
demand Demi Moore. He understood the needs of filmmakers. He could manage big, important
films outside of the studio system. He also understood the marketplace and how to reach an
audience. He could finesse, and he could bully. His methods, often cutting and re-cutting
problem films — landing him the nickname ‘Harvey Scissorhands’ — he insisted were always
at the service of the film. This was how, alongside Bob, he maintained Miramax’s great duality:
cash and kudos.Not that it was all about literary adaptations. If Minghella was his longing,
romantic Sméagol side, then Quentin Tarantino, who wanted to storm the barricades of such
strait-laced tradition as The English Patient, let alone The Lord of the Rings, was his expletive-
spitting Gollum.Between Miramax’s multiple personalities, you can also trace Harvey’s
attraction to Jackson: the young Kiwi embodied that very schism. He was the director of Bad
Taste, Meet The Feebles and Braindead, giddy gore hound and natural wit, predisposed never
to abide by the Hollywood playbook. But then he would produce something as finely tuned as
Heavenly Creatures.It is often claimed that the two poles of Jackson’s filmmaking pedigree are
what made him so ideal for adapting Tolkien.The English Patient had finally wrapped
production in 1996 when Jackson called his long-standing manager Ken Kamins and casually
asked him to find out who might own the rights to The Lord of the Rings. For a certain fee,
databases can be consulted. In the litigious universe of Hollywood, it is essential to cover your
back. Jackson had assumed they must be with Disney or Spielberg or Lucas. ‘They would all
be locked up, as they say,’ he admits. ‘And we wouldn’t have a chance. So we really went into
this with no expectations at all.’Kamins didn’t take long to discover that thirty years after buying
them from UA, the rights to both The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings still resided with
Zaentz. He might not be a Spielberg or a Lucas, but this wasn’t necessarily good news. Having
had his fingers burned so badly with the Ralph Bakshi debacle, Zaentz had closely guarded
the rights ever since.It wasn’t as if since Bakshi no one had returned to the idea of adapting
one of the most popular books of the twentieth century in the intervening years; they had
simply come up against the Black Gates of Zaentz’s resistance.If by some miraculous chance



he was to agree, says Jackson, word came back that he would want to be attached to it. ‘That
is just the way he was. He was a producer himself. But he tended to say no. He had done his
Tolkien thing, it was a huge disaster for him, and he had lost a lot of money by the sound of it.
He just didn’t want to know about it.’They needed a backstairs route to the rights — a secret
way into Zaentz, a chance to try and persuade him. And although he didn’t know it yet, Jackson
already had the perfect guide. In fact, that guide was impatiently waiting for the director to
call.Within the parameters of a first-look deal he had recently struck with Miramax, Jackson
was contractually bound to first test the waters on any new idea with Harvey Weinstein. And
this was a staggeringly ambitious plan.‘The idea was to do The Hobbit as one movie, then two
movies of The Lord of the Rings,’ says Jackson. ‘Still as a package: you make The Hobbit by
itself, if it is successful you then get to do The Lord of the Rings films back-to-back. A three-film
thing.’So the initial desire had been to adapt Tolkien’s books in chronological order, beginning
with his first, younger-orientated Middle-earth novel: Bilbo, the Dwarves, and dislodging a fire-
breathing squatter.‘I could tell on the phone he was really excited right away,’ recalls Jackson,
not yet knowing that this conversation would change his life.The English Patient may not have
yet been released but Minghella had wrought classical wonders with the strange book. Another
attention-grabbing, epic production based on a tricky literary source, as directed by another of
his self-styled discoveries, played right into Harvey’s view of himself as a promethean, David O.
Selznick type for a modern Hollywood.‘Who’s got the rights?’ he asked.‘Well, it’s not going to
be easy, Harvey,’ Jackson warned him, ‘because it is this guy called Saul Zaentz.’Jackson
laughs. ‘Harvey was the man who had saved The English Patient. We were talking to the right
guy.’If you put it in a script it would sound corny and contrived. No one would believe a word of
it, but then so much of Jackson’s career has been decreed by what you would call fate.Says
Kamins, ‘It’s the big theme for him. He has always believed that fate was going to point him in
the right direction.’Jackson’s manager cannot think of a single conversation in all the time he
has represented him where they have sat down and discussed what he should or shouldn’t do
with his career. ‘Peter sort of functions by his own compass — that fate will deal him the right
set of cards. And in this particular instance maybe more than any other, he was proven
completely right.’There are things that can be seen with the naked eye when you’re trying to
achieve something in the motion picture marketplace and there are the things that lie hidden.
You can’t ever see what’s going on behind the boardroom doors. The business decisions, the
politics and agendas, the history, or the simple expediency that can come with good timing: all
those invisible but significant factors that allow you to be able to do the unexpected. Otherwise
known as fate.‘Saul?!’ Weinstein boomed, his thick New York vowels reverberating down the
transpacific line, more excited still by the chance to demonstrate the extent of his magical
largesse: the beneficent Harvey, fulfiller of wishes. ‘I’ll call him straightaway. He owes me a
huge favour.’*Print the legend, and the inception of Jackson’s great adventure occurred on an
unspecified morning while The Frighteners was in post-production. He and Fran Walsh had got
chatting about how to follow up their spectral comedy-horror. In spring 1996 things were
moving for Jackson: he was now working on a Hollywood stage, with Hollywood budgets at his
disposal, and to a large extent still on his own terms and staying put in New Zealand. More
than ever, they needed to maintain their momentum.‘So how about a fantasy film?’ proposed
Jackson. Something like Ray Harryhausen once made, the spectaculars he had been whelped
on: no irony, but a cornucopia of fantastic beasts. Only they would use the growing digital
capabilities of their own visual effects company, Weta, to conjure them up rather than the
chronically slow minutiae of stop-motion. Perhaps, Jackson suggested, something more
classically swords and sorcery than the Arabian Nights or Greek myth that had been



Harryhausen’s metier. He searched the air for an equivalent …‘Something like The Lord of the
Rings.’At that point, he had still only read it the once, when he was eighteen. It was simply what
sprang to mind.‘Well,’ Walsh replied, ‘in that case why not do The Lord of the Rings?’Except it
didn’t go like that. Not exactly. The reality behind the decision to attempt Tolkien was a lot more
complicated and painful. The river of fate had many twists and turns to negotiate.*In the 1950s,
Kamins, eldest of four New Yorker brothers, always played the dutiful son and did whatever he
was told. This was the reason Jackson’s manager so loved the Marx Brothers of Duck Soup
and Horse Feathers. He longed for their utter sense of anarchy, their disrespect for
authority.‘They managed to play by their own set of rules, which I never could,’ he says
wistfully.Short-haired and snappily attired (the opposite of his client), with a calm, observant,
thorough manner, Kamins is a Hollywood man without the pretension. He sees the world
keenly through his rimless spectacles. From his hardwood-floored, glass-walled, art-adorned
eyrie that gazes down upon Sunset Boulevard, he has been Jackson’s eyes and ears in the
movie-town since 1992. It is also easy to see why the Kiwi director has remained loyal to his
Hollywood minder. Kamins is no mere facilitator or dealmaker; he is a great storyteller, who
parses the madness of the film industry with wisdom and wry humour, and stood in the eye of
the hurricane of the trilogy’s storm-tossed beginnings. There were times when the future of the
project depended on Kamins’ gift for talking down dragons.He openly admits the books had
meant very little to him. ‘They were not, like, seared on my soul. I mean, I knew of them. But I
was in no manner, shape or form an aficionado, or a hardcore fantasy fan for that
matter.’Rather than King Kong, Kamins is a ‘Godfather-fanatic’. Film class at college had
introduced him to films like The Grand Illusion, Klute and Rio Bravo. That is where his tastes
lay. He believed in his client’s project without it having to be a religious experience.Out of
college, Kamins had climbed onto the lower rungs of the film industry, reaching the nascent
home entertainment business at RCA Columbia at exactly the time his mentor Larry Estes
began backing low-budget film productions, laying off theatrical and television rights while
retaining the video rights.Under that paradigm they backed Steven Soderbergh’s sex, lies and
videotape, which had caused a stir at the Sundance Film Festival. Every independent theatrical
distributor had come running in. They ended up making a deal with Harvey Weinstein.Using
this business model, home video specialist LIVE Entertainment would back Reservoir Dogs
and begin Tarantino’s journey toward the sun. Another promising indie named New Line
Cinema also began to see significant profits care of its home entertainment investments.It was
while at the now defunct talent agency InterTalent, a few rungs higher in his career, that
Kamins’ boss, Bill Block, couldn’t get a ticket to the Batman Returns premiere. Tim Burton’s
shadowy superhero sequel was the seen-to-be-seen-at golden ticket of the week. In his
frustration Block had glanced over the many invites, requests and pleas for representation yet
to be cleared from his desk and a letter caught his eye. It came from an attorney. ‘Hey, I have
this client. He’s going to be in LA. He’s holding a screening of his new movie.’Block walked
down the corridor and into Kamins’ office. ‘I’m going to this screening and you’re coming with
me.’It was called Braindead.Jackson was stopping in Los Angeles on his way back from
Cannes, where he had been endeavouring to sell the distribution rights to his great ode to the
flinging of viscera. The film that a mesmerized Guillermo del Toro once claimed made ‘Sam
Raimi look like Yasujiro Ozu’. While in town, Jackson was hosting a screening at the Fine Arts
Theatre on Wilshire Boulevard. Despite clashing with the big-budget antics of The Penguin and
Catwoman, every agency in town was sending someone.Kamins was impressed at the
inventive use of effects in what was clearly a ‘modestly budgeted’ horror film. He certainly had
never seen a hero lawnmower his way through a zombie horde. Indeed, it was the film’s sense



of humour that spoke to him. The director was winking at the audience, egging them on. ‘Can
you believe this level of madness?’Kamins was reminded of the Marx Brothers.‘I think that
Peter unwittingly tapped into that same sense of anarchy,’ he says. ‘“I’m going to do things my
own way. I’m going to challenge norms.” And I don’t know that I even understood it that clearly
at the time. But it resonated for me.’There was a spate of lunches for Jackson that week. Held
at jazzy, star-spotted joints like Spagos or Chasens where the would-be agents reeled off a
blur of inane advice. Oh, you should do a Friday the 13th. Oh, you should do a Tales from the
Crypt. Oh, you should do a Freddy movie. All they could see was Braindead the horror movie,
Jackson the New Zealand Sam Raimi.Theirs was the last lunch of the week. And Kamins took
a revolutionary approach. ‘I remember asking him, “Well, what do you want to do?” And he
said, “Well, Fran and I are working on this project about matricide. About these two girls
growing up in New Zealand, a true story …”’It was called Heavenly Creatures.The next week,
Kamins’ phone rang. Jackson’s chirpy voice came on the line: ‘Fran and I have had a chat. We
would like you to represent us.’Kamins wasn’t the first agent-manager of Jackson’s career.
Shortly after finishing Meet the Feebles, he had ventured to Los Angeles and found
representation with a good-sized agency and a very good lawyer in Peter Nelson, who has
stayed the course to this day (and would be another important figure in the many, many
negotiations to come). Nelson had sent out the invitations to the Braindead screening with the
objective of landing Jackson fresh representation. As he put it, the previous agency had ‘fallen
asleep’.Speaking to Jackson over lunch, Kamins was impressed by how purposeful and
business-like was this young director. ‘For somebody who did not grow up here, but who clearly
was a fan of movies and had aspirations to be a filmmaker, I was struck by how not-awed he
was by the town. He had a fearlessness or a blindness to the reality of what he was walking
into. All of which seemed to serve him really well.’*Heavenly Creatures changed everything.
Heavenly Creatures got Jackson out of the horror ghetto where Hollywood would be happy to
confine him. ‘Oh, he makes those low budget splatter movies that have some humour in them.’
Typecasting, Kamins could see, that didn’t project ‘a vision that he could do bigger
films’.Disney had offered him a supernatural rom-com called Johnny Zombie, which he wisely
turned down. It was made by Bob Balaban as My Boyfriend’s Back in 1993, and swiftly
forgotten thereafter.He had so much more to him than Bad Taste.Jackson followed Braindead
by winning the Silver Lion for Best Direction at the Venice Film Festival. Head of the jury David
Lynch had quickened to a queasy portrait of small-town murder where schoolgirls turned out to
be the perpetrators not the victims. There were further festival awards to follow at Toronto and
Chicago, and nine New Zealand Film and Television Awards.‘There was a sophistication to
Heavenly Creatures,’ says Kamins proudly. ‘This was not a horror film in the traditional
sense.’Tellingly, in terms of the influence Walsh has had on the trajectory of both their careers,
it had begun as her passion project. Jackson hadn’t even heard of the real-life murder case,
and worried at first that the story was too grim to make a satisfying film.In 1952, two New
Zealand schoolgirls, more than a little emotionally maladjusted, fell into an intense friendship
that spilled into a mania for one another. Their relationship was like an addiction. Threatened
with separation, they conspired to literally dash the brains out of one of their mothers with a
brick. For all the bloody mayhem of his career, this remains the most disturbing sequence
Jackson has ever filmed. The shift in mood and moral accountability from Braindead is
astonishing. They had shot in the footsteps of the actual scene of the crime in Christchurch’s
Victoria Park. In truth, a few hundred feet further along the wooded path after Jackson had
become unnerved by a lack of birdsong at the exact murder scene.The Pauline Parker-Juliet
Hulme case shook the stiff veil of propriety that 1950s New Zealand had inherited from Britain.



In fact, it tore it down. This was the scandal of its day, portrayed in lurid, tabloid details by the
excited papers and true crime accounts; there was even a novel. Author Angela Carter had
written a screenplay inspired by the events called The Christchurch Murder, which Walsh had
read. When she and Jackson were developing the idea, two rival film projects were already
underway: one produced by Dustin Hoffman, the other to be directed by fellow New Zealander
Niki Caro (Whale Rider).What makes the Jackson-Walsh script so evocative is the decision to
concentrate on the friendship rather than the sensationalist furore of the court case. They were
two schoolgirls, barely sixteen, with hints of lesbianism to their unnatural bond — until 1973
homosexuality was still considered a mental malady in New Zealand. However, Hulme (who as
an adult was later revealed to be crime author Anne Perry) flatly denied this was so.Jackson
and Walsh strove to interpret what lay behind this dangerous dependency. Individually, Parker
and Hulme may have grown into functioning members of society. Together some moral
constraint went missing, as if they were spurring each other on, waiting for one or the other to
say no.Scrupulous in their research, Jackson and Walsh burrowed like detectives into the
cuttings and court transcripts; dialogue was lifted verbatim from Pauline’s florid diary
entries.‘The way they worked together was an incredible thing to see,’ said Melanie Lynskey,
who as dumpy, brooding Pauline witnessed the Jackson-Walsh double act at first hand. It was
a true creative partnership, the distinctions of writer and director far less defined than the
credits suggest.Here was a clear signal of the maturity they would bring to Tolkien: the
concentration on character, the unhurried but intent building of story and the way in which the
camera became a participant in their fantasies. The Parker-Hulme friendship also crossed
class boundaries, a theme explored to a more positive outcome with Frodo and Sam.Here too
was Jackson and Walsh’s growing felicity for casting. Neither had done any significant acting,
and this would be an astonishing exercise in sustained hysteria. Walsh discovered Lynskey at a
Christchurch high school near to where the real girls first met. She was looking for someone
who in any way resembled Pauline.‘This girl really loves acting,’ her teacher had said, pointing
out Lynskey. ‘She puts on plays that nobody wants to see.’For the superior, pretty fantasist,
Juliet — who had lately arrived from England — Jackson had plucked an unknown British girl
from Reading from 600 hopefuls. Kate Winslet had been working in a delicatessen when the
call came.‘I’ll never forget it as long as I live … I actually fell on my knees,’ she admitted. Within
four years Winslet would be one of the most famous faces on the planet, star of James
Cameron’s Titanic.Here too is the promise of a cinematic New Zealand being unveiled: the
unique light; the vast, primordial landscape; and the confidence with which the local crew rose
to the challenges set before them by their ambitious director.Perhaps most significantly,
Jackson would inaugurate a new digital division of his and Richard Taylor’s special effects
house, Weta (named after a local cricket-like bug1), in order to create the abstract world of the
girls’ flowering imaginations. Key to understanding Hulme and Parker’s descent into murder is
the film’s ability to slip inside the sickly dreamspace of their conjoined imaginations. A similar
sympathy for the devil would be applied to the depiction of Gollum (over which Walsh would
have a significant influence).Between them, the girls invented their own fantasy world. Borovnia
would become more meaningful than reality: they traced royal lineages back over the centuries
and wrote melodramatic adventure stories set within its colourful bounds, thirteen novels’
worth. They dreamed of having them adapted into big Hollywood movies starring tacky 1950s
heartthrob Mario Lanza. Movie mad, we catch them watching Orson Welles in The Third Man,
and Jackson does a brief rendition of noir in its honour. The resonances — and ironies — are
there for all to see.It was a film about the dangers of losing yourself inside a fantasy
world.Weta was still a single unit at this time. Taylor’s workshop would make the rubber suits for



the actors playing the ‘living’ versions of the Plasticene Borovnians the remarkable girls
sculpted. Led by George Port, who had worked with Jackson since Meet the Feebles, Weta
also ambitiously pursued a series of digital effects shots inspired by the groundbreaking work
of Cameron’s Terminator 2: Judgment Day. ‘What the Hell,’ was Jackson’s attitude, ‘let’s try.’
Their computer graphics department boasted a solitary Silicon Graphics SGI computer and a
scanner. Which thankfully came with an instruction manual. By post-production on The Two
Towers, Weta Digital would boast the largest amount of processing power in the Southern
Hemisphere.There are fewer CGI shots in Heavenly Creatures than is generally recognized.
Taylor takes it as a compliment that his prosthetics are mistaken for CGI. The true digital shots
were localized to Christchurch’s Port Levy morphing into a too-colourful, too-exquisite
ornamental garden, complete with giant butterflies.Extraordinary for 1994, these digital effects
now appear charmingly antiquated, but that somehow makes them more fitting for the strange
climate of the film. Jackson was using visual effects to express emotions.‘And all for a three-
and-a-half-million dollar budget,’ announces Kamins proudly. Behind him on his office wall there
is a framed poster of Heavenly Creatures, with the girls leaping into a pristine lake, a film that
remains not only an early marker of Jackson’s prowess, but a minor classic in its own right.New
Zealand might be a long way from Hollywood, and leagues further from New York, where
Miramax resided in the hip Lower Manhattan neighbourhood of Tribeca. However, word soon
reached Harvey that this was a significant film. There was a scramble to pick up the American
rights, and Miramax’s bullyboy sprang into action, elbowing aside competitors and making
entreaties to Jackson. Miramax’s Vice President of Acquisitions, David Linde, was despatched
to Wellington to see an early cut. Blown away both by the film and the young director, he
reported back to Harvey that something major was growing in New Zealand. Linde has
remained a good friend to Jackson ever since.Harvey, wielding his considerable clout, swiftly
acquired Heavenly Creatures for distribution and negotiated a prestigious berth for its world
premiere — opening The Venice Film Festival.Being picked up by Miramax had distinct
advantages. Founded in 1979 by the two brothers from Buffalo, brash in manner but brilliantly
acute in business, it had risen to prominence through films as diverse as My Left Foot; sex, lies
and videotape; and Reservoir Dogs. It would rise yet further on the glories of Pulp Fiction and
The English Patient to come. Bob Weinstein handled the genre side of the business through
the Dimension label, but both brothers always had their say.The disadvantage was the
Weinstein temperament. When things were sunny, all was well. Cross them, particularly
Harvey, often over things that ordinarily appear reasonable or, at least, professional, and he
would rain down his righteous (or not) fury. It was also a prime negotiating tactic. This was, of
course, long before multiple accusations of sexual harassment and worse would bring about an
ignominious downfall for the mighty Harvey, sending shockwaves across Hollywood. At this
time, he was merely viewed as an industry bully boy.In 1993, flushed with success, the
brothers sold Miramax to Disney for $75 million. They would remain at the helm, with the power
to greenlight a film up to the significant figure of $15 million. Any higher and they would require
the consent of Disney’s hierarchy. Inevitably, the brothers would come to chafe against such
restrictions.After a lauded run at the box office, and with the assistance of Harvey’s golden
touch at the Academy, Heavenly Creatures was nominated for Best Original
Screenplay.‘Boom!’ declares Kamins. ‘The whole perception changed the second the film got
nominated. I mean, everything changed — perceptually. Now I got my calls returned and the
speed with which I got them returned changed; the kinds of conversations that we were having.
Everything shifted. Not even in ways that sort of guided a specific path, but just atmospherically
it all felt different.’Smartly, as well as agreeing a deal to distribute Heavenly Creatures in



America, Harvey had insisted on pinning down Jackson to a first-look deal with Miramax. While
offering an avenue for any new film idea he might have, it would soon feel like he was tied to
Weinstein’s often inflexible apron strings, who now had a prize, Oscar-nominated
asset.Jackson would never bind himself to a studio again. ‘It was sort of a strange thing where
they would pay some overheads: an office and some people we could hire. In exchange for that
they get first refusal on any script we wanted to do. If they say no that’s fine, you can take it
somewhere else. Also if you get offered something you are allowed to go and take it. It is not
like an old studio contract where you are locked into MGM.’He would ultimately never make a
film with Miramax.*First Jackson met Robert Zemeckis, and together they made The
Frighteners, a warped comedy-horror about a spiritual conman (played by Back to the Future’s
Michael J. Fox) who can actually behold ghosts. It was to be Jacksons’ first studio picture.
Universal were attracted to a commercial-sounding mash-up of Ghostbusters, the Elm Street
movies and this New Zealand hotshot revealing a knack for visual effects.Fox’s Frank Bannister
begins to realize the Northern Californian coastal town of Fairwater (actually Lyttleton in New
Zealand) where he plies his supernatural scams is also being terrorized by an undead serial
killer in the guise of the Grim Reaper — a killer only he can see. The visual effects
requirements were bold: Bannister would interact with a trio of quirky, translucent ghosts, as
pliable as cartoons, as well as the Reaper figure, which flits across town like a runaway kite
(and not dissimilar in appearance to Ringwraiths). It would take six months to complete, with
scenes being shot in duplicate to insert the ribald ghosts. Jackson’s Sitges friend Rick Baker
would provide the rotting-corpse make-up for the dread departed.Sprawling and tonally
uncertain, yet still underappreciated, The Frighteners tends to be forgotten in the journey
between the early splatters to the coming of age with Heavenly Creatures, which is seen to
segue straight into Middle-earth. If anything, it is viewed as a backwards step in the direction of
the rabble-rousing days of those early horror movies.To Jackson’s mind, here lies the true point
of transition to The Lord of the Rings. Without it spans a different career, one that might have
made him less global, but no less valuable; making films with more of a New Zealand spirit like
Jane Campion. But Jackson’s instincts were always toward the commercial.The project had
begun life out of desperation. With Heavenly Creatures still awaiting the go-ahead, Jackson
and Walsh were badly in need of some work. ‘They needed to make some money,’ clarifies
Kamins.Jackson had sounded urgent on the phone. ‘We need a writing job. What’s out
there?’Fortuitously, Kamins had been in a staff meeting where he had heard about Zemeckis’
involvement in Joel Silver’s portmanteau Tales from the Crypt movie. Different directors would
provide their own segments of horror, and Zemeckis, he was told, was still in need of a
screenplay. Springing into action, Jackson and Walsh worked up a two-page outline based on
an idea they’d had while walking to the shops for milk, the story of a conman who is in cahoots
with ghosts. Zemeckis was intrigued. At that stage, he hadn’t even realized Jackson was a
director; he just figured they were these quirky writers from New Zealand.‘I tell you what,’ said
Zemeckis, ‘you go write the screenplay, I’ve got to make this movie called Forrest Gump.’‘Well,
that’s fine,’ replied Jackson, ‘because we have this movie we’re going to make called Heavenly
Creatures.’ They would work on The Frighteners script while shooting their matricidal drama –
the two being closer in theme than is immediately apparent.Then fate got involved: Forrest
Gump became an Oscar-winning phenomenon and Zemeckis lost his taste for a Tales from the
Crypt movie. Now very much aware of Jackson as a director, Zemeckis suggested he direct it
as a standalone film, which he would produce for a budget of $26 million.‘The Frighteners
matters for two key reasons,’ says Kamins. ‘Number one: it allowed for the build-up of Weta
Digital conceptually, which had been a very small unit on Heavenly Creatures. The Frighteners



would require over 500 visual effects shots, even at that budget, and Peter had the vision to
say, “We can create a bigger visual effects company.”’Jackson’s plan was typically practical,
typically New Zealand: they would lease more computers from Silicon Graphics, then hire out-
of-work animators from all over the world, people who were just sitting at home, and double
their weekly salaries to come to New Zealand. The only overheads would be space. They
would still be able to create visual effects shots much cheaper than ILM. And, sure enough,
that’s what happened.The Frighteners also matters, adds Kamins, because Zemeckis and his
partner Steve Starkey would give Jackson and Walsh invaluable tuition on how to navigate the
political waters that come with a studio project: ‘What they need to know and when; how to
manage their expectations; when to get them excited about things; and when to hold back on
information; how to keep them confident, but not in your hair.’So coming full circle, as Weta
were revealing their potential on the visual effects on The Frighteners, Jackson and Walsh’s
thoughts turned to the future and the potential of making a fantasy film. However, one
morning’s casual discussion was actually several weeks of brainstorming fantasy concepts. ‘It
had been a long time since I had read The Lord of the Rings,’ admits Jackson. Fifteen years
had now passed since he had waded through the Bakshi tie-in edition, and he really couldn’t
remember it at all well.Whatever ideas he came up with, Walsh and her watertight memory
would shoot down: ‘No, no, no. You can’t do that — that’s just The Lord of the Rings.’Jackson
sighs. ‘You don’t want to be seen to be stealing stuff.’His thought had been to do an original
fantasy film, but at every proposal he made Walsh kept on repeating it like a mantra: ‘The Lord
of the Rings … The Lord of the Rings … The Lord of the Rings.’‘It was getting frustrating.’When
he was a teen, no more than sixteen, already displaying a rapacious hunger for filmmaking,
Jackson set out to make a Super-8 Sinbad film. There was to be a scene of him fighting a stop-
motion skeleton in the surf. He shot himself hip deep in Pukerua Bay swinging a homemade
sword, but he never got round to putting in the skeleton. Which was down to the fact that, with
the tide heading out, Jackson had dived straight onto an exposed rock. Severe bruising led to a
pilonidal cyst which led to surgery. He also hadn’t quite yet figured out how to do stop-
motion.During the Bad Taste era, he had considered shooting a Conan-type film on 16mm at
the weekends. ‘I never got any further than swords and monster masks,’ he admits. ‘I had never
actually sat down and written a script.’Truth be told, there was no specific, original sword ‘n’
sorcery concept he’d been yearning to make. It was simply that the genre appealed to his
sensibility and offered the chance for Weta to keep expanding. So, why not The Lord of the
Rings? Frodo’s enduring tale was the ne plus ultra of the genre. It was fantasy operating on an
equivalent dramatic level to Heavenly Creatures.According to prevailing Hollywood wisdom,
fantasy, as a genre, was a joke. Jackson agrees. ‘I used to watch all the fantasy films. Things
like Krull and Conan … Fantasy was one of those B-grade genres. No quality movies were ever
made in the fantasy genre. Right from the outset The Lord of the Rings was always something
different. You can’t think of Krull and The Lord of the Rings in the same sentence. While it was
fantasy, in our minds it was always something quite different to that.’And that was when they
had put in the call to Kamins to find out who had the rights, and made their approach to
Harvey. And even then things only grew more complicated.The possibility of adapting Tolkien
was soon to be one of three potential fantasy projects for Jackson.For all of Harvey’s
confidence in calling in a favour with Zaentz, it would take eight perilous months of negotiation
for a deal to be struck. Zaentz had held the rights tight to his chest for three decades; whatever
Harvey had done for him on The English Patient he wasn’t going to part with them lightly.
Tribes of rival lawyers were making proposal and counterproposal, putting in calls, arranging
meetings, filing memos, coming up with offers, rebuffing counteroffers, and charging by the



hour. And Harvey showed zero inclination toward allowing Zaentz any active participation in his
project.Another problem was the weird, bifurcated rights situation surrounding The Hobbit.
Harvey had endeavoured to go direct to MGM, which had purchased the crippled UA in the
wake of Heaven’s Gate. Ironically, MGM was itself a studio in decline and in one of its many
cycles of bankruptcy, reorganization and sale, nobody was about to give away one of its chief
assets — even if they were only partial rights to The Hobbit.‘The hell with it,’ cried Harvey, ‘let’s
forget The Hobbit. The Lord of the Rings is a better-known title anyway. Let’s just go right to
The Lord of the Rings. Two movies shot back-to-back.’Still, with no sign of an agreement with
Zaentz being reached, Jackson was growing increasingly nervous. The clock was ticking on his
Weta project, even his career. It was becoming increasingly clear they were going to have to
make something else in the meantime.‘I will never forget it,’ recalls Kamins, and true to his word
he can remember the exact day: ‘Monday, April first, nineteen ninety-six, I went to a premiere
of Primal Fear at Paramount. I come home and there’s a message from Peter on my answering
machine. This is like eleven p.m. at night. And he never calls me at home that late.’Jackson’s
recorded voice carried a seriousness Kamins had heard only rarely. ‘I need to know what my
next movie is by the end of the week, otherwise all these great people that I put together to do
the visual effects for The Frighteners are going to leave …’As is standard practice, six weeks
before the end of any movie the freelance visual effects team — and any other department
employed on a film-by-film basis — is entitled to start looking for their next job. The buzz had
gotten around about the visual effects work on The Frighteners, and the more established
effects houses were reaching out to the Weta team, trying to entice them back to
LA.Meanwhile, Kamins was maintaining a constant vigil for any opportunities for his client, as
he puts it, playing ‘backstop’ on Jackson’s career. Given the mercurial nature of the film
business, any director would be foolhardy not to have more than one plate spinning at a time.
He swiftly engaged a strategy to push forward on any one of the projects he and Jackson had
in various stages of development.Besides The Lord of the Rings, two other noticeably non-
Miramax movies were to emerge. Confirming that this was a defining period in Jackson’s life
and career, each would have a significant influence on his future. That first-look deal with
Miramax notwithstanding, Jackson headed to LA to begin discussing the alternatives. He didn’t
see himself as acting in bad faith. The Lord of the Rings had been his priority, but despite
Kamins urgent pressing of Miramax it showed little sign of being resolved.‘So we spoke to
Universal about King Kong,’ says Jackson, ‘and I did a lot of meetings with Fox about Planet of
the Apes.’A Planet of the Apes reboot had been jostling about in development for a number of
years. Spreading its allegorical net to include the fear of atomic destruction and the civil rights
movement, Franklin J. Schaffner’s biting, apocalyptic, 1968 Planet of the Apes, starring
Charlton Heston, could fairly be considered a classic (if not its diminishing sequels). Jackson
certainly thought so — he has some original John Chambers’ prosthetics in his collection and
once designed his own set of ape masks for another of his novice ventures into filmmaking,
The Valley, which paid homage to the first film’s devastating ending.By the early 1990s, 20th
Century Fox were keen to revive the idea of a future where the evolutionary order has been
upended and apes have subjugated humanity. Some big directors had toyed with the hair-
brained mythology, with all its juicy metaphorical potential, amongst them Oliver Stone, Sam
Raimi, Chris Columbus, Roland Emmerich and Philip Noyce.Jackson and Walsh had initially
become involved as screenwriters in 1992, before Heavenly Creatures, only for their concept to
fall out of favour with a regime change at Fox. But in 1996, following another bloody succession
at the helm of the studio, the project was back on the table with Jackson potentially
directing.Ever the traditionalist, central to Jackson’s enchanting simian vision was the return of



actor Roddy McDowell, who had played the pro-human chimp Cornelius in the original. He’d
even gone to lunch with the actor and producer Harry J. Ufland to pitch his concept. McDowell
had been resistant to doing another Apes film: decades might have passed but he could still
remember itching beneath those prosthetics. Unbowed, Jackson pitched him Renaissance of
the Planet of the Apes. It was to be a continuation of the first line of movies, and the apes have
had a flowering of their artistic ability. ‘Like Florence or Venice, the Ape World has gained
artistic beauty,’ he explains. McDowell would play an aged Cornelius-type character, sort of a
primate Leonardo da Vinci. McDowell was enthralled. ‘Count me in,’ he told them.Amid this
renaissance of ape culture, the gorillas would cover the police patrols, the chimps were the
artists, and, Jackson laughs, ‘I was going to have a big, fat orangutan with all the jowls as the
Pope. It was a satirical look at religion.’ Everywhere the camera turned we would see statues of
apes; then in one twist a statue gets knocked over and beneath the marble, which turns out to
be plaster, we glimpse a human face.‘It is all a façade!’ enthuses Jackson, the old excitement
returning. ‘And we were actually going to have a half-human, half-ape character too that
Roddy’s ape character had in hiding, because he would be killed if the ape society found out
that there was this hybrid. It was quite interesting …’Re-pitching his idea (for which, working on
spec, he and Walsh had never earned a cent) to Fox’s new studio heads, Peter Chernin and
Tom Rothman, he was informed the studio were also in talks with James Cameron to produce
and Arnold Schwarzenegger to star.‘We got an offer from Planet of the Apes, aggressive up
front,’ says Kamins. ‘Not on the back end, because they couldn’t afford it because of Jim and
Arnold.’Jackson and Walsh had their qualms: this would be a big studio film and prey to big
studio interference. Their natural independence, the very way they worked, would come under
intense pressure.Still the mind boggles a little at the notion: Peter Jackson directing Arnold
Schwarzenegger in a Planet of the Apes movie produced by James Cameron, set in a
crumbling ape Renaissance shot in New Zealand …Jackson wouldn’t meet Cameron until
2005. Getting along straightaway, the Kiwi found himself wondering what might have happened
if they had said yes. Tim Burton would eventually step into the project in 2001 for a tepid
reverse-engineered spin on the original 1968 film with Mark Wahlberg; although the prosthetics
masks, created by Rick Baker, were fabulous.Many moons later, the legacy of the Apes would
return to Jackson’s faraway kingdom. Following Weta’s industry-transforming breakthroughs
not only with motion-capture but the filigree textures of digital fur through Gollum and then
Kong, when Fox rolled the dice on the Apes saga once more with Rise of the Planet of the
Apes in 2011, it was Weta who created the now stunningly lifelike digital simians, with Andy
Serkis starring as the sentient chimp, Caesar.*Since the 1976 debacle, King Kong had
remained in the keeping of Universal, the very studio where The Frighteners was about to be
released sooner rather than later.The plan had been to lean toward its horror credentials and
release the undead comedy around Halloween in 1996. Despite Jackson’s best intentions to
make a family film, The Frighteners had been landed with an adult R-rating (15 in the UK). In
the meantime, however, Daylight was running late. Universal’s tunnel-bound Sylvester Stallone
disaster movie, featuring a young Viggo Mortensen, had gone overschedule and was going to
miss its 17 July release date.Seizing the opportunity, Zemeckis called Jackson: ‘I want you to
put together a short effects reel for me so I can take it into the studio.’ He intended to make a
move to put The Frighteners into the more lucrative summer slot in place of the delayed
Daylight.When Weta’s visual effects proved to be on a par with ILM, Universal got excited and
agreed to the July slot, and set about repositioning The Frighteners as a new visual effects
extravaganza featuring Marty McFly!Hollywood was becoming greatly intrigued. This
wunderkind from over the ocean kept changing hats. First, he was the horror bandit, gorier



even than Sam Raimi. Then he was the Weinsteins’ arthouse darling who brought such dark
sensitivity to Heavenly Creatures. And now he was the new George Lucas, nurturing his own
visual effects company.‘So now the narrative’s starting to unfold very differently,’ says Kamins
intently. Fox are making their overtures about Renaissance of the Planet of the Apes, The
Frighteners is all of a sudden a summer movie and whispers of Jackson’s devotion to the great
1933 stop-motion marvel have reached Universal’s vice-president Lenny Kornburg. It was
Kornburg who slyly tempted Jackson with his heart’s desire: ‘Would you have an interest in
doing King Kong?’What a moment of infinite possibility this must have seemed. And it would
prove too good to be true. Yet, for a few weeks, Jackson had in front of him the chance of
adapting Tolkien’s beloved bestseller, reviving Charlton Heston’s dystopian talking ape thriller,
or remaking the film that had, in many ways, charted the course for his life. Which would, in
fact, count as his second attempt to remake King Kong.A twelve-year-old Jackson had
constructed the Empire State Building out of cardboard boxes and turned a bed sheet into a
cyclorama of New York that featured the Chrysler Building, Hudson River and assorted bridges
for an aborted version of the classic. He still has the jointed model of Kong built from wire, foam
rubber and a fox stole his mother no longer wore (at least, she didn’t now). When he finally
came to remake King Kong in 2005, Jackson flew out the original 1933 eighteen-inch armature
of Kong designed by Willis O’Brien and sculptor Marcel Delgado, along with its collector Bob
Burns, to set in an act of quasi-holy symbolism.Jackson was fired up by the possibility of any
remake of King Kong, but his own? Astonishingly, given the company she kept, Walsh had
never seen the original. An oversight that was swiftly put to rights, and she was convinced
enough for the talks to intensify with Universal.While the projects circled like 747s awaiting
permission to land, Jackson’s long-time lawyer Peter Nelson drew up a pro-forma contract that
could apply to any one of them. Together Nelson, Kamins and Jackson were determined to set
the terms of engagement. There were two significant stipulations. Firstly, that a ‘considerable
sum’ be guaranteed by the studio for research and development into special effects. Secondly,
that Jackson become a ‘first dollar gross participant’ meaning he would receive a percentage of
the gross earnings of the film — not the net profit, which according to the elusive magic of
studio accounting seldom seemed to materialize. He would also get final cut.By autumn 1996,
still undecided over which pathway smelled fairest, Jackson and Walsh took a holiday, driving
around the South Island, taking in the stunning scenery that would so readily lend itself to
Middle-earth. ‘We decided that during this trip we would figure out which film we were going to
make,’ he says, and, essentially at this stage, it was a choice of two. Waiting for The Lord of the
Rings to be ‘absolutely nailed’ by Harvey was too risky, too frustrating. Unless there was a
radical breakthrough in the Middle-earth standoff, it was a case of which ape movie?‘Both Fox
and Universal were happy for us to jump into one of their films.’ And for Jackson it was the
personal connection that finally told. ‘We decided to do Kong.’First, though, he had to let
Harvey know.Making the connection across the thousands of miles that lay between New York
and the South Island, Jackson got straight to the point. ‘Harvey, we are not going to wait any
longer, we are doing Kong.’Harvey went straight to force ten, the betrayed producer: ‘THIS IS
NOT HAPPENING! I AM NOT HEARING THIS! YOU’RE NOT TELLING ME THIS! YOU ARE
NOT TELLING ME THIS!’It was Jackson’s first taste of the Miramax head’s notorious spleen.
But he knew well enough the stories of screaming fits that had reduced both M. Night
Shyamalan and Uma Thurman to public tears and narrowly missed causing a fistfight with
Quentin Tarantino.Shaken, Jackson managed to remain calm.‘Well, I am telling you this,
Harvey. We’ll do it. Get the rights and after Kong we’ll come back and do Rings.’The phone
went dead.Kamins, aware they were gambling with an important relationship, admits that



Harvey was in his rights to be angry. And, with Harvey, angry always meant apoplectic. ‘He had
already agreed, in fairness to him, to suspend and extend the period of our first-look deal so
that Peter could go and make The Frighteners. We didn’t have a movie in development with
Harvey when The Frighteners was proposed. And Harvey understood it was an opportunity for
Peter. So we sort of stopped the clock on the deal and then added whatever time he spent on
The Frighteners to the end of the deal. Now we’re coming to Harvey and we’re putting him in a
situation where he effectively has to bid for Peter’s services on his next film. The only thing we
wanted to do was The Lord of the Rings. And Harvey didn’t yet have the rights.’Feeling guilty
that the first-look deal with Miramax was proving fruitless, and conscious The Lord of the Rings
was still dependant on Harvey, it was Jackson who devised a solution that might placate the
Miramax chieftain’s ego. It would be a plan that would turn out to benefit Miramax in another,
unexpected fashion. Jackson was on the ferry back to Wellington, crossing the often-turbulent
waters of Cook Strait, when it occurred to him to see if he could convince Universal to allow
Miramax to co-finance King Kong. Indeed, Universal were interested in striking a deal.Miramax
would come on as a fifty per cent partner on King Kong and Universal would take a fifty per
cent stake in The Lord of the Rings. That would surely keep Harvey calm, Jackson reasoned.
But Harvey, wheeler-dealer extraordinaire, pouted that Universal was getting two films out of
the deal while poor Miramax was getting only one. He had his eye on another treasure; there
was a property he coveted that had been languishing at Universal. It was a script by Tom
Stoppard called Shakespeare in Love.Three years hence, Shakespeare in Love would be
nominated for thirteen Oscars, winning seven, including stealing Best Picture from under the
nose of the favourite, Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (which would have a major
influence on Jackson’s battle scenes in The Lord of the Rings).Jackson shakes his head. ‘To
balance this deal up, so it was two for two as it were, he got Universal to give him, without any
investment or involvement, the film that would win all these Oscars.’He lets the irony slip into
his voice. ‘We were tangentially responsible for getting Shakespeare in Love made.’*In the foyer
of Weta Workshop, still located where Park Road swerves decisively to the right and becomes
Camperdown Road, sits a stunning bronze maquette of King Kong wrestling a T-Rex. The two
creatures are so tightly entwined you have to get up close to trace where gigantic gorilla ends
and struggling dinosaur begins. It sits there as both a monument to the talents of those who
work within these bountiful halls, greatly expanded over years of profitable world building, and
a salutary symbol of what it is to wrestle with Hollywood.Through the latter half of 1996, as
Jackson and Walsh got to grips with the script for King Kong, months of research and
development went into the visual effects that were going to bring Skull Island to fetid and
thrilling life. Yet more artists and technicians had been brought in from all around the world to
this far-off island to bolster the ranks of the sister divisions of Weta Workshop and Weta Digital.
They were over six months into manufacturing.The Workshop’s famously loquacious head
Richard Taylor takes up the tale. ‘We already had some animatronic creatures sculpted, and it
started to get wobbly. We could feel this undertow of uncertainty.’ He suggested to Jackson he
make a sculpture of Kong fighting a Tyrannosaur (and Jackson was not skimping on
dinosaurs), which they could use as a presentation piece to Universal to try and ‘invest in them
how exciting the moment could be’. Over the following two weeks he sculpted the very piece
that now sits outside his office. Five weeks later it arrived at Universal.‘They were excited by it,
and, needless to say, they actually put it in their front foyer,’ he reports.Four weeks after that the
film fell apart.Taylor doesn’t hide the amusement in his voice. ‘And Peter, in true Kiwi form,
asked for it back. And we got it back.’ And there it sits, a warning to all-comers: you need to be
resilient in this game.Looking back from the vantage of having finally made his version of King



Kong in the wake of The Lord of the Rings, the undoing of their first attempt is viewed by
Jackson and Taylor as a lucky escape; the river of fate taking another turn. Beginning again
from scratch in 2004, Jackson dusted down the 1996 script. He didn’t like what he read. It was
the tone. It was too flippant, too jokey.‘We were desperately trying to write an Indiana Jones
type of film. It was lightweight, a silly kind of Hollywood script.’ The Lord of the Rings had taught
him that fantasy must be treated as if it was reality not a movie.‘I think ultimately we weren’t
prepared to do justice to such an incredible story,’ concludes Taylor.But it was impossible to be
philosophical at the time. It was heartbreaking.Things had started to fragment with the release
of The Frighteners. Zemeckis’ instincts hadn’t served him well. The reviews were uncertain,
and the film felt too autumnal and spooky to sit comfortably in a summer wiped out by Roland
Emmerich’s defiantly inane mega-B-movie Independence Day. The fact their opening weekend
coincided with the start of the Atlanta Olympic Games hardly helped.Jackson and Walsh
learned a great lesson not only about marketing campaigns but how crucial was a film’s
release date. Thereafter, they would maintain an influence on a film right through to the
promotional popcorn bucket.The Frighteners flopped, eventually taking a little under $30 million
worldwide. According to the ruthless cause-and-effect of Hollywood physics, you’re only ever
as good as your last film, and Jackson’s lustre was instantly tarnished. Virtually overnight, the
conversation changed once more. Who was this guy again?Still devotedly banging the drum for
The Frighteners, Jackson had flown non-stop to London in early 1997 to do some promotional
interviews— the international release date had been delayed to regroup after the film’s failure
in America, not that it did any good — from there he would fly to Rome and proceed on a
European tour.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Not very objective, but not bad.... I'm a big fan of Peter Jackson, and I've
probably watched the behind the scenes appendices of the LOTR, The Hobbit and King Kong
more often that I've watched the actual movies. It's made me wish I were a lot younger so I
could go to New Zealand and try and get a job in the movies down there. Given that, it was
nice to see that I could still learn some new things from this book. However, I found the tone of
the writing annoying. The author obviously thinks Peter Jackson is a genius, which is fine, but
often this book comes across as a hagiography. Everything is filtered through this lens of PJ
unable to do wrong, every idea, every contribution made by others, every single conceivable
positive development is traced back to PJ being unerring and a complete monumental
visionary. Even mistakes are twisted to be part of some greater overall genius plan. There is
also a curious part involving the Hobbit where Jackson states that it was his idea to make it
into three movies, but only recently it was also reported that he did NOT want to make three,
but was pressured by the studio, leaving him with no time to adequately prepare for them
leading to a lot of problems. That's all pretty much glossed over in this book. The author also
injects himself far too often. He was apparently invited down the NZ several times during the
production. This is fine, but I feel the book would be better served if it weren't done in such a
biased manner. I would use the J.W. Rinzler "Making of Star Wars" books as an example of
something like this but done much better. Using photos and materials from Lucasfilm's archives
instead of photos of the author trying on props. A decent book, not a ton of new info if you've
watched the behind the scenes material (something that I think PJ actually does do better than
any other filmmaker) but worth a read. Maybe someday someone will put out a more objective
telling of these stories.”

M. Flower, “Interesting and fun but flawed. I am an avid fan of everything relating to The Lord
of the Rings--both book and films. Therefore I was excited to receive this book. It doesn't
disappoint, being chock full of interesting information relating to the filming of Peter Jackson's
movies. However, the editing is abysmal. Many grammatical errors, usage errors and
misspellings intrude on one's concentration. And the fact that starting on page 81to 121 the
pages were put in backwards was very weird---but I just flipped the book over and
continued.But that really didn't stop me from wholeheartedly enjoying the book, once I became
used to the errors. They just elicited an eye roll or two as I continued reading. So, I would say
to all LOTR fans that  it is a worthwhile read!”

Jeremy, “Incredible book. Loved every page of it.. This was an incredible book to read. I loved
every minute of it. The amount of detail that Ian Nathan goes into is extraordinary. If you're
interested in Peter Jackson, directing, filmmaking, the film industry, and behind-the-scenes of
how the Lord of the Rings was made, this is the perpect book for you.Every aspect of the Lord
of the Rings production covered -- the battle of copyrights, the writing of the scripts, the
building of miniatures, the creation of Gollum, the rendering of the massive battle sequences,
the wrangling of the budget, the on-location stories from New Zealand, the Extended Editions,
and more.The author also delves into the before & after the trilogy days -- Peter Jackson's
early filmmaking days, the LotR adaptations that preceded Jackson's trilogy, the legacy of the



trilogy, The Hobbit production, and more. So not only do you get an extraordinary account of
how Lord of the Rings was created, but you also get a very good overview of what preceded
the trilogy and what made it possible for Jackson to realize his vision.One more thing: the book
is genuinely well-written. One can tell that Ian Nathan knows how to craft a good book, and has
been writing for many years. I know some other reviewers have mentioned typos -- I did spot a
few of those, and I wish the editor had caught them, but for a 500-page book, a few typos can
be forgiven. Though I do hope these get fixed in a future edition. The couple typos I noticed
were few and far between, and didn't distract me from the otherwise expertly-crafted book.I
highly enjoyed this book. Recommended to any film student, Lord of the Rings fan, or lover of
cinema.”

N. Kubas, “Great Behind-the-Scenes Story About Storytelling. Author Ian Nathan does a
thorough and entertaining job of chronicling the exploits of Mr. Jackson, Mdms. Walsh and
Boyens, the crew, cast, and people and country of New Zealand in bringing Mr. Tolkien's The
Lord of the Rings from book to screen - to LIFE! This is THE definitive insider's guide - a must
read for any true fangirl or fanboy. So much so that it made me want to go back and rewatch
the films and DVD extras, now with a heightened awareness of what went into making them,
and observing the nuances which I may have previously overlooked. Only two negatives: 1)
would have preferred fewer details about the studio wranglings, false-starts, and personalities
who did or didn't help to get these films made, and more about the moviemakers, cast and
process, and; 2) I'd have been fine with fewer paragraphs discussing Mr. Jackson's prior films
and projects (with all due respect to him), which I haven't seen. Author Nathan knows how to
spin a yarn when it comes to the machinations that went on to enable us to finally (!)
experience the amazement and technical wonder that is The Lord of the Rings Trilogy. Unlike
Mr. J (again, apologies, but thanks for indulging the fans) I prefer the extended editions with
their expansions on the characters, plot points and whimsy - spoiler alert: Eowyn is a bad
cook and Aragon is 87 years old!  Overall, I highly recommend this book.”

JP, “Perfect accompaniment to the trilogy. I could read a trilogy of books by Ian Nathan on the
making of LOTR. the writing is captivating, moving you along like the briskest of thrillers.This
book perfectly captures the spirit of filmmaking that was so evident in the Appendices of the
Extended DVDs and fans of those will find so much  more to enjoy in this book.”

Shadowmike, “Finally a definitive account of the trials and tribulations of making a massive
trilogy!. I've long been a fan of the Tolkein book and have read it several times. When the
Jackson trilogy arrived I loved them overall and still watch the extended DVD versons seeral
times a year (including the Appendices!). My one disappointment was that, apart from Sean
Astin and Andy Serkis, no one had written a book about the making of.Now that has been
adressed by this publication which is a pretty definitive account of the making of the trillogy
including all the studio politics and battles to even get the films made at all. I read it in two
sittings, I had to sleep at some point, and found it a riveting read. If you are interested in what
is involved in preparing, financing and makig a massive movie trilogy I would really recomend
that you read this.”

svein pedersen, “A book I can’t wait to read through.. For a fan of Tolkien and Middle Earth and
the movies done by Peter Jackson, this book is a must have item. I have read just a few pages,
but I feel that this is a book that I will find it hard to just leave on the coffe table.”



John R. Tombs, “Thoroughly good read. Bought this for myself, really good read about how
Peter Jackson brought the lord of the rings to life and more.”

The book by Ian Nathan has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 199 people have provided feedback.
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